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Abstract 
 
This paper analyses the option of settling air cargo disputes through international 

commercial arbitration in the terms of Article 34 of the Convention for the Unifica-

tion of Certain Rules for International Carriage by Air signed in the ICAO Diplomatic 

Conference on 28 May 1999 in Montreal (the “Montreal Convention” or the 

“Convention”). This option has been historically underestimated and undervalued in 

the face of the limited liability regime established by the Convention against the air 

carrier; which would make arbitration seem as a commercially unreasonable option. 

However, the international nature of the air carriage relation, as well as the possi-

bility for the parties of the contract of air cargo carriage to break the liability lim-

its established therein, makes room for the parties to consider the possibility of 

settling air cargo disputes in an international context and venue. Recourse to this 

alternative method of dispute resolution is not only strategically advisable from a 

purely commercial perspective, but also in the context of surpassing the every-day 

problems that the parties will usually face when settling their disputes before the 

domestic courts of almost any jurisdiction.  

 

 
Introduction 
 
One of the most important features of international commercial law is the high level 

of contractual autonomy that the parties enjoy in dealing with their transactions. 

This autonomy allows for the players of the international scene to develop their own 

sets of rules, tailor-made to comply with the needs of each industry. It is thus sur-

prising, that an inherently international relation such as that of the carriage by air, 

makes little to no recourse to international commercial arbitration to delocalize air 

cargo disputes and enjoy the benefits of this procedure. 

 

The Montreal Convention is the international instrument created to unify the differ-

ent international treaty regimes covering air transport liability.1 It allows for the pos-

sibility to agree on arbitration to settle air cargo disputes, which aligns with the un-

derlying objectives of international commercial law, as it provides for the parties’ 

contractual freedom for the purposes of air cargo carriage, however limited by the 

rules established therewith.  
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Particular interest poses the question of whether or not arbitration is worthwhile 

from a commercial standpoint, provided that the carrier’s liability is already limited 

to 19 Special Drawing Rights (SDR) per kilogram of cargo, regardless of the carrier’s 

actual responsibility for the damage.2 It has thusly been stated that the costs of arbi-

tration would simply exceed that of the liability of the carrier, making it commer-

cially unattractive, except for very particular cases.3 However, this statement, albeit 

true in some cases, does not constitute a general rule. One example is the provision 

of, Article 22(3) of the Convention, which establishes that the may be broken if the 

consignor has made a special declaration of the value of the carried goods at the 

time of handing over the shipment to the carrier.4 Another example is Article 25, 

that provides for private contractual autonomy which allows the parties to agree to 

raise the liability limits. Thus, either by declaration or by agreement, there is a way 

to circumvent such limits and pursue compensation at least as high as the declared – 

or agreed – value of the cargo. 

 

Under these circumstances, the question of cost-effectiveness5 of domestic recourse 

in the face of international commercial arbitration becomes relevant. The signifi-

cance of cost effectiveness will be especially considered in cases where, for exam-

ple, the relation of the parties is not a one-time undertaking, but a supply of air car-

go services that extends for a longer period of time.  

 

In this context, consider the possibility of a long-term relation of any given consignor 

with a cargo carrier under a single underlying contract of air carriage, for the provi-

sion of air cargo carriage services during a set period of time. In this scenario, the 

consignor could abide to ship the cargo periodically and exclusively, in exchange for 

regular payments. Whenever a dispute arises in this or similar contexts, the parties 

will most likely benefit from international commercial arbitration. 

 

This paper will analyse the provisions of the Montreal Convention that are to have an 

impact on the parties’ agreement to submit air cargo claims to international arbitra-

tion. To this end, this paper is structured as follows: Section I analyses the elements 

of international arbitration under the Montreal Convention; Section II reviews the 

benefits of international commercial arbitration for air cargo disputes, and Section III 

makes some concluding remarks.  

 

The Elements of International Arbitration under the Montreal Convention  
 
International arbitration is a creature of consent derived from the agreement of the 

parties to submit their differences to an independent arbitral tribunal, for a final 

and binding decision.6 This agreement can be entered into, either before the dispute 

arises by means of a contractual arbitration clause or separate from it but linked to 

it; or after the dispute has arisen by way of a compromis. Generally speaking, there 

are no particular formal requirements for the manifestation of the parties’ consent 

other than the agreement be made in writing. However, the parties, the relevant 

industry or national laws, may impose certain requirements for their consent to arbi-

tration to be valid and binding in a given jurisdiction.  

 

The arbitration clause and the compromis need to be properly drafted, as they give 

jurisdiction to the arbitrators, determine the scope of their powers, govern how the 

arbitration will be conducted, and regulate the role of the relevant local courts with-

in the arbitration procedure. The aim that arbitration results in a final, enforceable,  
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binding award, while avoiding delays, dilatory motion practice and unnecessary in-

volvement of State courts. Arbitration agreements will usually address the most es-

sential issues of arbitration, including the express consent of the parties, the scope 

of the dispute to be submitted to arbitration, reference to the applicable rules to 

conduct the arbitral process, the seat of the arbitration, the method of appointment 

of arbitrators and the choice-of-law clause.7 

 

When drafting the arbitration clause, it is important that it expressly provides for a 

final a binding decision by an arbitral tribunal, and not for an advisory recommenda-

tion. It should also avoid that the dispute resolution method of arbitration be treated 

as a possible option that will require further consent from the parties at the moment 

the dispute arises. These recommendations are of the utmost importance, as good 

drafting of the arbitration agreement secures that the parties will enjoy the benefits 

of arbitration. The chosen dispute resolution method in an international agreement 

is the pathway to secure the enforceability of the parties’ rights and obligations un-

der the contract. 

 
1.1 The Arbitration Agreement  

The Montreal Convention allows for the parties to consent to arbitration on cargo 

claims,8 either before or after the dispute has arisen,9 as long as they abide by the 

rules established by its provisions. These rules are found throughout the Convention, 

as they are intrinsically intertwined with the unified air carriage regime provided 

thereof.  

 

Notably, international commercial arbitration presumes that the arbitration agree-

ment is separable from the underlying contract.10 Consequently, the law applicable 

to the arbitral agreement could be validly different from the substantive law appli-

cable to the underlying contract, and from the procedural law applicable to the dis-

pute. This, given that their agreement is distinct and independent from it.11 As stated 

by the United States Supreme Court in Robert Lawrence Co. v. Devonshire Fabrics:  

 

 “the mutual promises to arbitrate form the quid pro quo of one another and  

 constitute a separable and enforceable part of the agreement”. 12 

 

The Montreal Convention, thus, provides a series of mandatory rules with respect to 

arbitration in Articles 34, 49 and 29: 

 

Regarding Article 34, Paragraph (1) requires that the parties’ consent to arbitration 

be expressed in written form.13  When the arbitration agreement is entered into be-

fore the occurrence of damage, it may be contained in the air waybill in the contract 

of air carriage or in a separate document; in any case, the agreement must always 

be in writing. This requirement coincides with Article II of the New York Convention 

on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958 (the “New 

York Convention”),14 by means of which the Contracting States recognize such an 

agreement in order to, later on, recognize the arbitral award derived from it.  

 

Paragraph (2) of Article 3415 provides for the seat of the arbitration, subjecting the 

dispute to the jurisdictional rules established in Article 33. This provision requires 

that the arbitration proceedings take place in one of such jurisdictions, ensuring that 

the award will be produced in accordance with the rules of the Convention the juris-

diction of one of the relevant Contracting States.16 Lastly, Paragraph (3)17 states that 

the tribunal is to apply the Montreal Convention as the applicable substantive law. 
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To avoid defeating the object and purpose of the Convention, the provisions of Arti-

cle 34 are to be read in conjunction with its Preamble,18 and with Article 49.19 This 

means that the jurisdictional limitations of the Convention are always mandatory, 

regardless of when in time – before or after the occurrence of damage – have the 

parties agreed to arbitration. The wording of the provision is not to allow for the 

parties to deviate from the Montreal Convention by entering into a contractual 

agreement after the occurrence of damage.20 

 

With respect to Article 49 of the Montreal Convention, it mandates that any and all 

prior and special agreements between the parties – in this case, the arbitration 

agreement – strictly adhere to the Convention, and do not to purport to infringe its 

rules. Such infringement could be made either by deciding the law to be applied, or 

by altering the jurisdictional rules. So long as the arbitration agreement does not fall 

under these prohibitions, it must be deemed valid.  

 

Lastly, Article 29 of the Montreal Convention reinforces the rule of Paragraph (3) of 

Article 34, as it provides for the exclusive and mandatory nature of the regime es-

tablished by the Convention as the applicable legal framework in which the dispute 

is to be settled: any and all – air cargo – carriage claims “however founded, whether 

under this Convention or in contract or in tort or otherwise” (emphasis added) – are 

to follow the liability regime established therein; this regime excludes exemplary, 

punitive and any other non-compensatory damages. The Convention, however, 

makes indirect recourse to applicable national law in relation to the matters of sub-

stantial law not expressly regulated by it. 

 

1.2 The scope of the arbitration  

1.2.1 The element of jurisdiction ratione materiae 

The term ‘jurisdiction’ refers to the question of whether a particular court is seized 

to hear a case.21 Under the Montreal Convention only air cargo claims are arbitrable; 

thus, the mandate of a given arbitral tribunal will require it to review its jurisdiction 

ratione materiae. This analysis will address the question of whether the dispute 

arises from a ‘contract of carriage of cargo’ in the terms of Article 34(1). 

 

The arbitration clause or the compromis of an air cargo dispute could, thus, state 

that the parties ‘consent to submit to arbitration all disputes arising out of or in rela-

tion to the contract of carriage of goods by air as defined by Article 1 of the Montre-

al Convention’. Precisely, Article 1(2) defines ‘international carriage’ for the purpos-

es of the Convention, as 

 

“any carriage in which, according to the agreement between the parties, the place 

of departure and the place of destination, whether or not there be a break in the 

carriage or a transhipment, are situated either within the territories of two States 

Parties, or within the territory of a single State Party if there is an agreed stopping 

place in the territory of another State, even if that State is not a State Par-

ty.” (Emphasis added) 

 

The concept of ‘international carriage’ defines the jurisdiction ratione materiae of 

the tribunal and determines the applicability of the Convention as the legal substan-

tive framework of the dispute – i.e., its liability regime. If the carriage falls within  
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the meaning of Article 1(2), the Montreal Convention will exclusively apply for any 

claim – however founded – that arises from a contract of air carriage of cargo. 

 

On its part, Article 18 of the Montreal Convention establishes that liability of the air 

cargo carrier is engaged on the basis of damage to cargo. Under Article 19 such dam-

age can only arise from (i) the destruction, (ii) the loss, or (iii) the damage of cargo 

occurred during the carriage by air, or (iv) the damage occasioned by delay. Any giv-

en arbitral tribunal will have to establish its jurisdiction ratione materiae evaluating 

if the claim, indeed, falls within the framework of air cargo claims, it occurred dur-

ing the operation of international air carriage,22 it derived from the destruction, and 

it caused the loss or damage of such cargo.23 

 

1.2.2 The seat of arbitration 

 

The seat of the arbitration refers to the judicial or formal legal place of the arbitral 

process where the arbitral award will be formally made.24 Under general internation-

al commercial arbitration, the choice of the seat of the arbitration is usually left to 

the autonomy of the parties and it determines the procedural questions of the pro-

cess.  

 

The freedom to choose the arbitral seat in international cargo claims, remains left to 

the autonomy of the parties; however, it is limited by the Montreal Convention stat-

ing that “questions of procedure shall be governed by the law of the court seized of 

the case”.25 This court, in the case of arbitration will be the arbitral tribunal consti-

tuted under the parties’ agreement, and under the jurisdictional rules of Article 33

(1) of the Convention.  

 

It is important to understand the parties’ contractual autonomy under the framework 

and limitations of the Montreal Convention in order to give full effect – effet utile – 

to both, the provisions of the contract of carriage and the provisions of the Conven-

tion.26 This means that the parties are not precluded from selecting the seat of the 

arbitration as long as it is limited to the jurisdictional rules of the Convention.27 The 

reason for this rule is that the procedural choice of law is independent from the sub-

stantive choice of law, both of which are not necessarily required to coincide. In this 

manner, the parties should be free to set in advance the law of the procedural seat, 

leaving the question of substantive applicable law to be determined after occurrence 

of damage, as mandated by the Convention.28 

 

A relevant distinction is to be made: the seat of the arbitration is different from the 

physical place where the parties will conduct the arbitral process.29 The latter is cho-

sen by the parties only on the grounds of convenience for the conduction of the pro-

cedure, but without any relevant consequences, as opposed to the seat of the arbi-

tration.30 Therefore, the seat and the physical place of conduction of hearings and 

other procedural steps may validly differ as well.  

 

It is important to note that the line between procedural and substantive matters is 

not always clear. For example, in some jurisdictions, the question of who has legiti-

mate rights to pursue legal action against the carrier may be considered to be a pro-

cedural matter, while in other jurisdictions such question may be a substantive one; 

the definition of the concept of compensable damages may be procedural in some 

jurisdictions, and substantive in others. 
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The arbitral seat will most commonly have an impact on internal procedural matters 

such as the parties’ autonomy to agree on substantive and procedural issues of the 

arbitration, the procedural standards of fairness, the possibility of consolidation, 

joinder and intervention, the conduction of hearings and other procedural steps, is-

sues of disclosure and of arbitrator’s remedial powers and the possibility to grant 

provisional measures, the selection of arbitrators, evidence-taking in aid to the pro-

cess by national courts, etc. It can also potentially touch on external procedural is-

sues such as judicial supervision of the arbitral proceedings by the courts of the arbi-

tral seat, the arbitrators’ kompetenz-kompetenz and the allocation of competence 

to consider and decide jurisdictional challenges between arbitral tribunals and do-

mestic courts, annulment of arbitral awards, or selection, removal and replacement 

of arbitrators.  

 

Since the Montreal Convention does not make special recourse to any particular body 

of laws to govern procedural matters, the parties of an air cargo dispute are also 

free to decide to whether or not to subject the procedure to institutional or ad hoc 

arbitration.31 The aim of this freedom would appear to be to facilitate the arbitral 

procedure. One could argue in favour of the parties establishing that arbitration be 

institutional, administered by one of the international organisations and under its 

rules. Institutions such as the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the London 

Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) or the International Centre for Dispute Reso-

lution (ICDR) are long-standing, renowned institutions with cost-effective and effi-

cient arbitration rules of which air cargo parties would greatly benefit.  

 

Recourse to any of these rules of arbitration will settle, unless otherwise provided by 

the parties themselves, purely procedural matters such as the conduction of hear-

ings, written submissions, appointment and replacement of arbitrators, constitution 

of the arbitral tribunal, initiation of the procedure, etc. This choice will not prevent 

all possible procedural disputes but will relieve the parties of dealing with the most 

relevant matters of the process, which has a positive impact of the timeline of the 

settlement of the dispute. Applicable national law of the seat will still determine 

issues such as the arbitrability of claims under domestic legislation, the legal stand-

ing of the parties to initiate actions, as well as other definitions not found in the 

Convention. 

 

 

1.2.3. The choice of substantive applicable law 

 

The selection of the law applicable to the merits of the dispute usually requires the 

application of the relevant conflict-of-law rules, which are different in each State. 

Facing this question, an international arbitral tribunal will therefore have to decide 

which of the possible substantive laws to apply. Note that this choice will be limited 

by the possibilities provided for in the Montreal Convention, and the national appli-

cable law will deal with any issue not covered by the rules and regimes established in 

the Convention, as mandated by Articles 26, 29 and 34(3) of the Convention. 

 

 

The approaches to determine the national applicable law to the arbitration will vary 

on a case-by-case basis, including (a) the conflict-of-law rules of the arbitral seat, 

(b) the international conflict-of-law rules, (c) the successive application of the con-

flict-of-law rules of the relevant States of each case, and (d) the ‘direct’ application 

of substantive law irrespective of the conflict analysis.32 
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As previously stated, Article 49 of the Montreal Convention prohibits the parties from 

establishing the applicable law before damage has arisen, therefore, the arbitral 

clause must leave this question to be determined by the tribunal at the time of set-

tling the dispute. Notably, the Convention itself differentiates the procedural from 

the substantive applicable laws:  

 

On one hand, Paragraph (2) of Article 34, provides that “the arbitration proceedings 

shall, at the option of the claimant, take place within one of the jurisdictions 

referred to in Article 33” (emphasis added). This provision deals exclusively with the 

seat of the arbitration – where the arbitration ‘takes place’ from a juridical stand-

point, as referred to above. 

 

On the other hand, Paragraph (3) of Article 34, and Articles 26 and 29 of the Conven-

tion set the Montreal Convention as the only applicable substantive law. Thus, con-

sidering the object and purpose of the Convention, one is to understand that there is 

a limited freedom – yet a freedom nonetheless – to choose national applicable law 

subject to the jurisdictional rules of Articles 33 and 46. This, regardless of whether 

or not the parties have reached an agreement in such regard.33 It is necessary, in any 

case, to make the distinction between the law of the seat and the law that governs 

the merits, even if in some cases these coincide. 

 

 

The Benefits Of International Commercial Arbitration For Air Cargo  
Dispute Settlement 
 
 
International commercial arbitration gives the parties to an international contract 

the freedom to choose the means and procedure to settle their disputes in a stable, 

neutral and centralized environment of enhanced certainty and predictability of 

their legal rights, whenever such relation touches on international commercial inter-

ests.34 Private parties will usually strive for this kind of environment, especially when 

the relevant industry is highly technical and inherently international, such as the 

aviation industry. Uncertainty derived from the settlement of international commer-

cial disputes within any national legal framework is bound to exist amongst the par-

ties, when a contract touches on more than one jurisdiction. This, because each par-

ty has their own substantive laws and conflict-of-laws rules. A contractual provision 

that specifies in advance – even with limitations – the forum for settlement of dis-

putes is a precondition for achieving the orderliness and predictability that is essen-

tial to international commercial relations.35 This is true for the aviation industry in 

general. 

 

Air cargo disputes will likely arise from other commercial relations that are parallel 

to the contract of carriage but are intrinsically intertwined with it. For this reason, 

party autonomy and procedural flexibility to suit the parties’ needs36 of speed, confi-

dentiality and privacy37 appears as a desirable environment to settle these types of 

disputes.38 

 

Most modern domestic laws39 as well as current bilateral and multilateral conventions 

leave the parties free to determine the rules to be applied to the settlement of their 

dispute.40 This is particularly true for most recent arbitration laws, the New York 

Convention and even present regional conventions.41 Additionally, international arbi-

tration is fostered by institutional arbitration rules that provide a specialized and 

highly-supportive enforcement regime for most contemporary international commer-

cial arbitrations.42 
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One of the most important factors for the settlement of aviation disputes – and in 

this case, of air cargo disputes – is the fact that the parties are able to designate an 

expert arbitrator, specialized in aviation and in the regime established in the Mon-

treal Convention, and the amended and unamended Warsaw system. An expert arbi-

trator will be knowledgeable of the global aviation industry, its underlying policy and 

the legal issues in dispute,43 allowing the tribunal to make better decisions both from 

the legal and the commercial perspectives. This approach is currently being put into 

practice by the Shanghai International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission 

(SHIAC), and the newly inaugurated Shanghai International Aviation Court of Arbitra-

tion (SIACA).44 

 

International arbitral institutions provide for generic but well-tested model clauses 

and rules that deal with procedural issues, which is convenient for international 

commercial relations, as it provides a neutral procedural environment. This context 

is particularly well-received when the parties are not comfortable with the domestic 

rules of any particular seat.45 

 

Finally, international commercial arbitration provides additional benefits of the avia-

tion industry, that may prove useful in the commercial context; the most relevant of 

them being the duty of confidentiality of arbitrations and of all persons linked to the 

procedure. This duty can be tailor-made to each case in particular, in order to safe-

guard the parties’ commercial interests and their contractual and procedural rights 

and obligations.  

 

 

Conclusions 

The New York Convention46 provides for a virtually universal constitutional charter 

for the international commercial arbitral process. Its terms have enabled national 

courts and arbitral tribunals to develop the most effective and durable means for 

enforcing international arbitration agreements and arbitral awards.47 With uniformity 

being one of the essential objectives of the Montreal Convention, the system of in-

ternational commercial arbitration creates uniform legal standards applicable to the 

enforcement of the process, the recognition of the award and the agreement itself.48 

This context promotes the use of arbitration as the preferred means for resolving 

international commercial disputes, facilitating international trade and investment.49 

This appears to be most desirable for settling international air cargo claims. 

 

 

Entering into arbitration agreements produces important legal effects for the par-

ties, the domestic courts and arbitrators: First, it produces the positive effect of 

subjecting the parties to participate in the process in good faith and cooperatively in 

the arbitration of their disputes pursuant to that agreement. Even though most coun-

tries will have within their respective jurisdictions an obligation to act in – procedur-

al – good faith, the obligations that arise as a consequence of the arbitral agreement 

will have a broader scope and application. This, because such obligation will be in-

terpreted in the framework of well-developed international standards, with the aim 

that the dispute be resolved in the best possible way. Second, the agreement has the 

negative effect of excluding the jurisdiction of State courts, which is only a conse-

quence of the positive effect.50  
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This context appears to be nothing but beneficial to the aviation industry, particular-

ly when dealing with air cargo disputes that involve international commercial inter-

ests which exceed the mere issue of the places of departure and destination. The 

Montreal Convention aimed at creating a more effective, unified and harmonized 

regime for international civil aviation, using objective, predictable rules.51 This aim 

aligns with the objectives of international commercial arbitration. This is why, inter-

national commercial arbitration is indeed, a most suitable and cost-effective mecha-

nism to resolve air cargo disputes.52 

 

___________________________________ 
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power to hear the controversy. The judicial jurisdiction of the State is its power, as a political body, to 

subject a given person, thing or occurrence, to its judicial process (…) The second meaning of the ex-
pression ‘jurisdiction of the court’ is the power of a court to adjudicate a particular controversy. When 

used in that second sense, the term ‘jurisdiction’ is often called ‘competence’ of a court which is said 
to exist when the law gives the court the capacity, or power, to hear a case.”  

 
22See: Montreal Convention, 1999, Articles 1(2), 18(2) and 18(3).  

 
23See: Montreal Convention, 1999, Article 18. 
 
24Born, 2015, p. 87. 
 
25Montreal Convention, 1999, Article 33(4). 
 
26UNIDROIT Principles, 2010, Article IV(5). 
 
27Dettling-Ott, Article 34, 2010, pp. Article 34 – 3 to 4, 9. 
 
28Montreal Convention, 1999, Articles 33(1), 46 and 49. 
 
29Latham & Watkins, 2018, p. 22.  
 
30Born, 2015, pp. 91-92. 

 
31nder VCLT, 1969, Article 31(1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, “a treaty shall be in-

terpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty, 
in their context and in the light of its object and purpose”. Given that Montreal Convention, 1999, Arti-

cle 33(4) only requires that “questions of procedure [be] governed by the law of the court seized of the 
case”, if the parties have agreed that the court seized of the case is an international arbitral tribunal, 

interpretation under general rules of international law will lead to the conclusion that there are no 
grounds to presume that the will of the Contracting States was to prevent air cargo parties from making 

this choice. In relation to this matter see also: Dettling-Ott, Article 34, 2010, p. Article 34 – 3, 6. 
 
32Born, 2015, p. 92. 
 
33Dettling-Ott, Article 34, 2010, p. Article 34 – 3, 6. 
 
34For a general definition of ‘international commercial contracts’ see: CISG, 1980, Preamble and Article 

1(1); HCCH, 2015, Article 1(2). 
 
35Scherk v. Alberto-Culver Co., 1974, pp. 506, 516-517. 
 
36Gaillard, 1999, pp. 151-152, 303-304. 
 
37Luongo, 2018, p. 1. 
 
38Guillemin, 2006, p. 21. 
 
39See for example: Colombia, Law 1563 of 2012, Articles 58, 64 and 101 of Law 1563 of 2012; The Neth-
erlands, Code of Civil Procedure, Article 1054(2); Quebec, Canada, Code of Civil Procedure, Article 

944.10. See also: Derains, 1987, p. 57. 
 
40Gaillard, 1999, p. 152, 304. 
 
41ICC No. 174, 19, p. 32.  

 
42Born, 2015, p. 1. 

 
43Whalen, 2009, p. 149.  
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44The SHIAC is “the first arbitrary institution for civil aviation (…) inaugurated on August 28 [2014]], 

introducing the mechanism of international aviation arbitration to China”. This institution is the result 
of the joint efforts of the China Air Transport Association, the IATA, and the SHIAC. It aims at offering 

international aviation arbitration services, to support and foster excellent legal experts in the aviation 
legal industry and to continue developing research on international aviation legal practices. More infor-

mation available at: http://www.shiac.org/Aviation/index_E.aspx  
 
45This is also known as ‘partial delocalisation of the dispute’. 
 
46Van Den Berg, 2014, p. 103: the New York Convention is “widely regarded as the cornerstone of cur-
rent international commercial arbitration”; Schwebel, 1996, pp. 83 and 85; Kerr, 1977, pp. 121 and 127. 

 
47Born, 2015, p. 33.  
 
48Pattocchi & Jermini, 2000, ¶ 20; See also: Van Den Berg, 2014, pp. 1, 54-55, 168-169, 262-263, 274, 357
-358. 

 
49Barin & Rigaud, 2001, pp. 35, 42 (ASA Spec. Series No. 15 2001). See also: Judgment of 8 August 1990, 

XVII Y.B. Comm. Arb. 545 (1992) (Italian Corte di Cassazione) (referring to effects of arbitration agree-
ment: “its positive effects, i.e., referral of the dispute to arbitrators, and its negative effects, i.e., 

exclusion of court jurisdiction in the Contracting States”). 
 
50The qualification of ‘positive and ‘negative effects of the arbitration agreement is not to be confused 
with advantages and disadvantages of arbitration. The qualification is to mean that arbitration creates 

an obligation of doing something – submitting claims exclusively to arbitration – and of refraining to do 
something – make recourse to domestic courts to settle the dispute. 

 
51Vasallo, 2009, p. 8.  
 
52Whalen, 2009, p. 418. 
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Abstract 
 
The liberalization of air transportation globally has led to greater competition, 

thereby necessitating effective policy regime to promote and guarantee safety, se-

curity, rights of air travelers and protection of the environment. This trend paved 

the way for steady reduction of state control of aviation affairs to that of regula-

tion through policy formulation.  Consequently, a number of countries have evolved 

a system of collaboration among themselves through the instrumentality of region-

al, inter-regional and other strategic partnerships establishment as informed by 

common economic interests. The goal of harmonizing regulations, integration and 

management of assets, pooling of resources, inter alia is to enhance the growth of 

civil aviation for regional development. This Article seeks to explore the policy 

framework of the aviation industry in Africa with a view to canvassing for its effec-

tiveness towards accelerated economic development of the Continent. 

 
 
1. Current Institutional Framework  
 
Part of the regional arrangement initiated at the international aviation scene was 

the establishment of the African Civil Aviation commission (AFCAC) by the ICAO, pur-

suant to Article 55 of the Chicago Convention1 . The AFCAC was conceived by the 

Constitutive Conference convened by ICAO and the then OAU in Addis Ababa, Ethio-

pia in 1969. Subsequently, it was adopted as the Specialized Agency of African Union2 

in the field of civil aviation during the OAU Summit of 1975 at Kampala, Uganda. The 

Body located at Dakar, Senegal3 eventually became OAU/AU Specialized Agency on 

11 May, 1978. Accordingly, the Revised AFCAC Constitution 2009 re-enacted the pur-

pose of the Commission as the Specialized Agency of the AU responsible for civil avi-

ation matters in the African sub-region4 as contained in the 1969 Constitution. 

 

The AFCAC is mainly saddled with the task of enhancing civil aviation security and 

facilitation in Africa. The Agency seeks to perform this onerous task based on its goal 

to foster a safe, secure, efficient, cost effective, sustainable and environmentally 

friendly civil aviation industry in Africa as rightly observed by Woldeyohaness, Direc-

tor of Safety and Technical Services at AFCAC5. As such, the issue of facilitating co-

operation and coordination among African states towards the development of an in-

tegrated and sustainable air transport system comes to the fore6.  
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Connected to this goal is the need to ensure the implementation of ICAO Standards 

and Recommended Practices (SARPs), as well as the development of harmonized 

rules and regulations in tandem with global standards7. 

 
Membership of the Body is open to all African States with equal rights in terms of 

participation and representation at AFCAC meetings8. The smooth functioning of the 

Secretariat is carried out by the Secretary General who is appointed by the Plenary 

upon the Bureau’s recommendation for a term of three (3) years, renewable for an-

other single term9. 

 
In terms of its aims and functions, the Agency was set up under Article 3 of its Con-

stitution for the following purpose:  

 Coordinating civil aviation in the Continent and to cooperate with ICAO and all 

other relevant organizations and other bodies which are involved in the pro-

motion and development of civil aviation in Africa10. 

 Facilitating, coordinating and ensuring the successful implementation of the 

Yamoussoukro Decision by supervising and managing Africa’s liberalized air 

transport industry1 1. 

 Formulating and enforcing appropriate rules and regulations that give fair and 

equal opportunity to all stakeholders and promote fair competition12. 

 Promoting understanding on policy matters between its Member States and 

states in other parts of the world13.  

 Fostering inter alia, the implementation of ICAO Standards and Recommended 

Practices for the safety, security, and environmental protection and regularity 

of the aviation sector14. 

 Ensuring adherence to and implementation of Decisions of the Agency’s Execu-

tive Council and Assembly15. 

 

Similarly, the functions of the Agency as outlined in Article 4 of AFCAC Constitution 

include the following gamut of responsibilities: 

 Undertaking studies on technical regulatory and economic development in air 

transport, with particular focus on their implications for Africa; 

 Encouraging and supporting Member States to comply with ICAO Standards and 

Recommended Practices, as well as the regional air navigation plans; 

 Fostering and coordinating the programs for the development of training facili-

ties in Africa and encourage and support the training and development of per-

sonnel in all Fields of civil aviation; 

 Encouraging and supporting the creation of autonomous civil aviation entities; 

 Developing collective arrangements to build the necessary resources for the 

promotion of international civil aviation, particularly those provided within the 

framework of bilateral and multilateral programs for technical cooperation to 

member States; 

 Ensuring advocacy and defense of common positions of Member States at inter-

national for a relating to civil aviation; 

 Ensuring seamless and close cooperation with various Regional Economic Com-

munities (RECs)16 as well as those of other African Organizations concerned 

with civil aviation matters; 

 Advising Member States on all civil aviation matters; 

 Examining specific problems which may hinder the development of and opera-

tion of the Continent’s civil aviation industry, and where possible, take correc-

tive and/or preventive actions in coordinating with Member States as required; 
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 Acting pursuant to provisions of Article 9 of the Yamoussoukro Decision to dis-

charge its duties of Executing Agency17 of the Air Transport in Africa; 

 Developing and harmonizing common rules and regulations for the safety, se-

curity, environmental protection, fair competition, dispute settlement and 

consumer protection, amongst others; 

 Increasing and coordinating synergies in the fields of search and rescue, sal-

vage and accident investigation; 

 Coordinating the development and implementation of plans in the fields of 

aviation infrastructure; 

 Coordinating the election of African States into the ICAO Council and of Afri-

can experts into Air Navigation Commission after receiving approval of AU; 

 Support and facilitating the appointment of Africans into ICAO, its organs and 

other international civil aviation bodies; and 

 Performing such other functions as may be conferred upon it by the Executive 

Council or the Assembly of the AU to fulfill its objectives18. 

 

Realizing the imperative for a common civil aviation policy capable of promoting the 

development of African airlines and thereby projecting the continent on the global 

map of air transport at the international scene, AFCAC in line with its objective, out-

lined five strategic objectives19 namely: air transport, safety, security, human re-

sources development, and rule of law20. 

 

With particular reference to the goal of ensuring sustainable human resource devel-

opment for African aviation, AFCAC unequivocally asserts that it has organized, coor-

dinated and hosted meetings, courses and seminars in the technical fields aimed at 

the improvement of aviation safety in Africa and the development of human re-

sources vide technical cooperation21. The different technical sessions are said to have 

covered deliberations on regional challenges and initiatives, training, lack of ade-

quately trained and skilled personnel, safety of air transport, development of sus-

tainable aviation security, capacity building and need for Government and Industry 

cooperation, regional and national planning and cooperation.  

 

Similarly, courses were organized to train personnel in aviation safety in collabora-

tion with training institutions in order to enhance safety level in conformity with 

ICAO standards22. In the same vein, AFCAC has taken additional initiatives and activi-

ties in the technical fields including the signing of new Memoranda of Understanding 

(MOUs) and amending the existing ones to reflect the current situation of the avia-

tion industry in Africa23. According to the Agency, the aim is to prioritize aviation 

training and the provision of technical support to strengthen aviation training institu-

tions24.  

 
The Plenary is the supreme organ of the AFCAC, composed of duly accredited repre-

sentatives of Member States responsible for civil aviation in Africa25. In terms of func-

tions, the Plenary plays the following constitutional roles: 

 Issuance of policy guidelines through resolution and recommendations; 

 Election of the President and Vice-President of AFCAC to serve as members of 
the Bureau; 

 Approval of the organizational Structure of the Agency as well as the appoint-
ment of Secretary General upon the recommendation of the Bureau; 

 Approval of the work programs, business plan, budget, rules and regulations of 
AFCAC 
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Current Legal Framework 
 
Apart from the national and international legal instruments which regulate civil avia-

tion in Africa, there exists some regional legal framework in this regard. These in-

clude the several Resolutions, Declarations and Action Plans adopted by various con-

ferences of African Ministers of civil aviation. 

 
As earlier observed, the AFCAC Constitution 1969 established the African institutional 

framework on civil aviation. Prior to this time, the Convention on International Civil 

Aviation (or Chicago Convention) of 1944 formed the sole legal framework on the 

continent as far as regional civil aviation was concerned. The Chicago Convention 

was made in view of the need for the development of safe and orderly air transport 

services within and international scene on the basis of equality of economic and op-

erational opportunity. 

 

The  AFCAC Constitution was followed by the Abuja Treaty29 of 1991 adopted by the 

heads of States and Governments of the member States of the then OAU. The Treaty 

established the African Economic Community with the aim of inter alia deriving mu-

tual benefit, coordination and integration of policies for the social and economic 

development of Africa more particularly in civil aviation. 

 

Similarly, the Yamoussoukro Decision of Cote D’Ivore on 14 November 1999 relating 

to the implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration for the liberalization of ac-

cess to air transport markets in Africa was subsequently endorsed by the Assembly of 

heads of States and government of the then OAU30. It was adopted in Lome, Togo on 

12 July, 2000. 

 

The Constitutive Act of the African Union (AU) adopted in Lomé, Togo, on 11 July 
2000, particularly Articles 14, 15 and 16 thereof entrust the African Union Commis-
sion with the role of coordination in the transport, communication and tourism sec-
tors. 
 

Subsequent to the above, the African Civil Aviation Policy (AFCAP) was adopted by 

the Second Conference of the AU Ministers of Transport, in Luanda, Angola on 25 No-

vember 2011 and the strategies and commitments outlined therein. 

 
The 2007 Addis Ababa Declaration on civil aviation security in Africa is an important 

milestone in aviation safety. Five years later, the Abuja Declaration on Aviation Safe-

ty in Africa was signed in 2012. The Declaration envisages that member States shall 

ensure that Aviation Training organizations in Africa attain reputation as internation-

al centers of excellence. 

 

The Ministerial Decision of the third African Union Conference of Ministers responsi-

ble for transport entrusting AFCAC with the responsibility31 of being the Executing 

Agency32 for the Yamoussoukro Decision constitutes another legal framework. 

 

Finally, other initiatives exist which were developed for and implemented in Africa 

by other States and organizations. These include inter alia:  

 

 ICAO African Regional Comprehensive Implementation Plan and COSCAPs, IATA 

IOSA and ASET, 

 World Bank Project for Sustainable Air Transport in Africa,  

 US Safe Skies for Africa Initiative, etcetera. 
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 Establishment of committees and working groups, as necessary to undertake 

special assignments or tasks on civil aviation in Africa, with such functions as 

may be specified, and appoint their members; 

 Approval of such other activities, rules and procedures as deemed appropriate, 

to meet the objectives of the Body; 

 Appointment of External Auditors of the Agency; 

 Consider and take appropriate action on the External Auditors report; 

 Ensure the effective implementation of the Yamoussoukro Decision, principally 

the liberalization of air transport services; 

 Adoption of the financial rules and regulations, accounting and auditing rules 

and regulations for AFCAC; 

 Submit its tri-annual report on the State of implementation of the Yamous-

soukro Decision to the Assembly of Heads of States and Governments through 

the Executive Council; 

 Adoption of its rules of procedure, including the establishment of committees 

as deemed appropriate as well as the Rules of Procedures of the Bureau; and 

 Undertake such other functions as may be requested or conferred upon it by 

the relevant Organs of the AU. 

 

The AFCAC Bureau is composed of the President and five (5) Vice-Presidents elected 

by the Plenary in accordance with the AU geographical representation formula. The 

Coordinator of the African Group at ICAO Council is authorized to attend meetings of 

the Bureau in the capacity of an ex-officio. The Presidency of AFCAC is based on a 

rotation, each region serving a single term of three (3) years26. The functions of the 

Bureau are constitutionally outlined including: 

 Convening the ordinary and extraordinary plenary sessions, subjects to the 

relevant provisions of Article 10, and determine the provisional agenda; 

 Ensuring the implementation of the AFCAC work programs and other resolu-

tions of the AFCAC Plenary; 

 Supervising and coordinating the activities of the Secretariat and any commit-

tee or working group; 

 Preparing its own rules and procedures and summit same to the Plenary for 

approval; 

 Implementation of the resolution, directives and decisions of the Plenary and 

discharge the duties and obligations which are conferred upon it in the consti-

tution; 

 Selection and recommendation from a short-list to the Plenary, candidates for 

the position of Secretary General; 

 Supervision of the administrative and financial management of the Secretariat; 

 Submission of periodic reports on its activities to the Plenary; and 

 Carrying out any functions that may be assigned to it by the Plenary27. 

 

Apart from AFCAC, there are other regulators concerned with the regulation of civil 

aviation on the African continent. These Civil Aviation Authorities (CAAs) are the na-

tional bodies vested with the regulatory and oversight responsibility of the aviation 

industry. The CAAs ensure compliance by the industry with national policies and ICAO 

SARPs. Some States have pooled their resources together to form Regional Safety 

Oversight Organizations (RSOOs) in order to increase their regulatory and oversight 

capabilities, such as the Civil Aviation Safety and Security Oversight Agency (CASSOA) 

of the EAC and the Banjul Accord Group Aviation Safety Oversight Organization 

(BAGASOO)28. 
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Imperative for Effective African Civil Aviation Policy  
 
The economic contribution of air transport to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of 

many nations is huge, owing to the fact that the sector is an innovative industry that 

drives economic and social progress. It connects people, countries and cultures; pro-

vides access to global markets and generates trade and tourism. Aviation provides 

the only rapid worldwide transportation network, which makes it essential for global 

business and tourism thus facilitating economic growth, particularly in developing 

countries.  

 

Statistics shows that there are over 2,000 airlines around the world operating a total 

fleet of over 23,000 aircraft and serving about 4,000 airports through a route net-

work of several million kilometers managed by around 200 air navigation service pro-

viders. Air carriers transport almost three billion passengers annually. The total val-

ue of goods transported by air represents 35% of all international trade. Over 40% of 

international tourists now travel by air. The air transport industry directly generates 

5.5 million jobs globally and directly contributes USD 408 billion to global GDP. The 

industry contributes USD 1.1 trillion to world GDP through its direct, indirect and 

induced impacts – equivalent to 2.3 % of world GDP. The air transport industry, in 

2008, generated a total of 32 million jobs globally, through direct, indirect, induced 

and catalytic impacts. Aviation’s global economic impact (direct, indirect, induced 

and catalytic) is estimated at USD 3,560 billion, equivalent to 7.5% of world Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP)33.  

 

Unfortunately the above bright prospect does not represent the African dream of a 

prosperous civil aviation industry. According to Woldeyohannes the air transport in-

dustry in Africa generated around 430,000 jobs in 2006 and contributed more than 

USD 9.2 billion to African GDP (direct, indirect and induced impacts). On a global 

level, Africa represents 10% of total jobs and 2% of GDP generated by the air 

transport industry, including catalytic impacts operates well below its share of the 

international civil aviation market34.  

 

Bad leadership remains the bane of Africa’s underdevelopment. African airlines are 

generally under-capitalized; they operate narrow route networks, in addition to de-

ploying small and ageing aircraft fleet. These airlines are weak and unable to com-

pete with the global mega carriers. To reverse this trend and facilitate the growth of 

its civil aviation, Africa’s leadership must continue to create enabling and conducive 

environment that attracts private sector capital investment in the industry. This un-

derscores the urgent need for African States to forge a common approach to civil 

aviation towards the goal of realizing the full potential. 

 

The imperative for achieving the cardinal objective of the African air transport is not 

in dispute. The issue is whether the stakeholders are committed to the goal of 

achieving this mission. There are numerous and complex problems faced by Africa’s 

civil aviation which requires political will to be addressed. Some of these challenges 

as enumerated hereunder calls for a more effective legal and strategic policy frame-

work. 

 

Security and safety constitutes the major challenge bedeviling the continent’s avia-

tion sector. This quagmire is informed by the fact that most of the states lack effec-

tive safety oversight mechanisms. The high degree of deficiencies in airport and air 

navigation systems inter alia, collectively conspires to rob the continents of its vast 

economic potential in the sector. The overall effect of these inadequacies is the un- 
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acceptable accident rates that are many times higher than the global average35. The 

safety problem is compounded malpractices due to lack of harmonized corrective 

measures. The Continent is faced with daunting aviation security challenges espe-

cially due to limited systems to mitigate the new and emerging threats against civil 

aviation including the menace of terrorism and insurgency. In addition, there is the 

need to initiate measures targeted at minimizing the impact of air transport on the 

environment, as tighter international standards are being imposed.  

 

Moreover, there is a growing insufficiency in qualified personnel that is worsened by 

attrition to other markets commonly referred to as “brain drain” and high turnover 

of middle and senior managers particularly in government owned institutions36. Man-

power development and training is a basic necessity for the aviation business in the 

light of the current displacement of local technical personnel by expatriates. With 

the high level of expatriates taking over positions of local technical personnel, the 

next decade could spell doom for the Africa’s aviation industry if nothing is done to 

reverse the trend. Aviation practitioners unanimously agree that the lack of suffi-

ciently trained and type-rated technical personnel in the Continent’s aviation sector 

would incessantly give rooms for expatriates to take over the jobs of African person-

nel. It is not surprising that several pilots trained from different aviation colleges on 

the Continent and beyond are roaming the streets without jobs especially in a coun-

try like Nigeria. This implies that local airlines are getting dispensation for expatriate 

quota, which is already affecting affect Nigerian professionals. 

 

Of course, the policy thrust of African aviation is based on the desire of member 

States for the promotion of a harmonized approach to manage the various aspects of 

civil aviation including safety, security, efficiency and environmental protection, 

among other objectives. Accordingly, the Policy Statement of African civil aviation 

encourages all member States to pursue the development of institutions for basic, 

advanced and refresher trainings to meet the current and future needs of the African 

aviation industry37. The African Civil Aviation Policy (AFCAP) is a concise overarching 

policy framework document forming the basis of which African Regional Programs, 

Action Plans and common Rules, Regulations and Guidelines should be formulated38. 

 
However, in spite of the numerous initiatives and good efforts to improve civil avia-

tion in Africa, overall success has been too little and too slow mainly because of lack 

of political will as well as institutional and procedural constraints39. In formulating 

these guidelines, Woldeyohannes is of the view that a well thought out and imple-

mentable policies requires a coherent policy framework which inter alia outline and 

solicit the necessary political commitment40. As such it would be imperative for all 

entities, bodies as well as other stakeholders in African aviation sector to ensure that 

their States abide by the AFCAP in policy formulation and execution in ensuring com-

plementarity, focus, harmonization and uniformity on issues pertaining to Safety, 

Security and Sustainable Development of Air Transport in Africa41. 

 

In this regard, it would be instructive to pursue the realization of the Comprehensive 

Regional Implementation Plan for Aviation Safety in Africa (AFI Plan) adopted by the 

36th ICAO Assembly to address the aviation safety deficiencies in Africa. The ICAO/

AFI Plan is meant to be implemented through three focus areas namely: 

 Enabling States to establish and maintain effective and sustainable safety 

oversight systems; 

 Assisting States to resolve identified deficiencies within a reasonable time; 

and 

 Enhancing aviation safety culture of African aviation service providers42. 
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Hence, the time has indeed come for Africa to formulate and implement a compre-

hensive policy which uniquely provides a framework and the platform for the formu-

lation, collaboration and integration of national and multinational initiatives/

programs in various aspects of civil aviation. This roadmap is expected to position 

the Continent’s air transport in the global economy. For such a policy to succeed, it 

must provide for the appropriate empowerment of national and regional technical 

bodies to enable them carry out their responsibilities effectively towards national 

and regional development. Thus, as aptly affirmed by Woldeyohannes, the policy 

document should address, inter alia, the following issues: 

 

 The vision and strategic objectives for African civil aviation, 

 Specific targets to bring Africa at par with the rest of the world, particularly in 

safety, air traffic and economic statistics, 

 Common objectives, policy statements and strategies for the management of 

the various aspects of civil aviation: - safety, security, airspace management, 

air transport, etcetera, 

 Linkage with other socio-economic sectors, e.g. tourism, trade, to enhance 

demand for air transport, 

 Common approach to external relations and foreign operations, 

 Procedure for periodic review and monitoring of implementation of the poli-

cies and adoption of regulations and Action plans as may be required, 

 Delegation of authority from Heads of Government to conference of Ministers, 

AU commission, AFCAC as appropriate, etcetera43. 

 

By forging a paradigm shift in focus, from national to common regional market; from 

inter-state to intra-African operations, Africa will be better positioned to respond to 

the intricacies of globalization and ultimately gravitate from regional competition to 

global competition in the grand scheme of things. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, a number of policies, plans and programs have been formulated for 

the African aviation industry both at the national and regional levels. As good as 

these initiatives may be, they have not proven to be effective in addressing Africa’s 

civil aviation challenges. This is largely due to policy summersault. It is therefore 

imperative for policy-makers in the sector to make decisions that are concise and 

coordinated. Policy direction should be projected to the next 50 to 100 years in Nige-

ria as obtainable in other climes44. Moreover, beyond policy formulation is the need 

for its implementation to the latter. 
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1The others are Latin American Civil Aviation Commission (LACAC), Arab Civil Aviation Commission (ACAC) 

and European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC). 
 
2The African Union (AU) is an organization of African States formed to: 

 Accelerate the political and socio-economic integration of the continent; 

 Promote and defend African common positions on issues of interest to the continent and its peo-

ples; 

 Achieve peace and security in Africa; and 

 Promote democratic institutions, good governance and human rights. 
 
3Article 8 Revised AFCAC Constitution 2009. 
 
4Ibid Article 2. 
 
5See Woldeyohannes, Mesfin Fikru. “Efforts and Commitment towards the Provision of Sustainable Avia-
tion Training in Africa”. Constitutive Assembly of the Association of African Aviation Training Organiza-

tions (AATO) Assembly, Abuja, Nigeria, 10-12 April 2013. 
 
6Ibid 
 
7Ibid 
 
8Article 5 AFCAC Constitution Op Cit. 
 
9See Ibid Article 14 (1) – (5). 
 

10Ibid, Article 3 (a). 
 
11Ibid, Article 3 (b). 

 
12Ibid, Article 3 (c). 

 
13Ibid, Article 3 (d). 

 
14Ibid, Article 3 (e). 

 
15Ibid, Article 3 (f). 

 
16RECs bring together countries in sub- regions for economic integration. Currently, there are eight RECs 

recognized by the AU, each established under a separate regional treaty. They are: 

 Arab Maghreb Union (UMA) 

 Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) 

 Community of Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD) 

 East African Community (EAC) 

 Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) 

 Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) 

 Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD) 

 Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) 

 
17The Body referred to in Article 9 (4) of the Yamoussoukro Decision.   

 
18Ibid Article 4 (a) – (p). 
 
19The strategic objective is for the five year period of 2011 – 2016. 

 
20Woldeyohannes, Mesfin Fikru. Op Cit. 

 
21Highlights of the Policy Statements, Objectives, Strategies and Concepts on Aviation Training and Hu-

man resource Development as contained in the African Civil Aviation Policy (AFCAP) adopted by the Con-
ference of African Ministers for Transport held in Luanda in November 2011 (CAMT 2) and endorsed by 

the AU Heads of State Assembly, held in January 2012. 
 
22Ibid 
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23AFCAC has concluded Memoranda of Understanding with the governments of China, India, Korea, Singa-
pore, Turkey, United Arab Emirates Indonesia and others.  

 

24Woldeyohannes, Mesfin Fikru. Op Cit.  
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Abstract 
 
 

For the past year, it was hard to open any newspapers or a web portal without seeing 

the name of probably world’s best-known aircraft manufacturer in the headlines. 

Both preliminary reports, after crashes in October 2018 and March 2019, suggest that 

Angle of Attack sensors and software – The Maneuvering Characteristics 

Augmentation System – caused, or at least played a serious role, in both incidents. 

This paper examines those two recent Boeing 737 MAX 8 tragedies in the light of the 

EU product liability law, focusing on the European Directive 85/374/EC and the defi-

nition of the term (defective) product. Title of the paper refers to some pilots’ who 

preferred the American manufacturer, saying: “If it’s not Boeing, I’m not going.” 

 

 

Introduction 
 
In 2018, airlines flew approximately 4.3 billion passengers on nearly 45 million flights 

worldwide. According to IATA annual review from June 2019, it is expected that 2019 

will set a new record and according to the projections, by 2036 there will be 7,8 

billion passengers. The year 2018 also resulted in 15 accidents and 556 fatalities but, 

despite these sad statistics, air transport is still considered to be the safest mode of 

transportation.1 

 

On 28 October 2018, Lion Air flight JT610, scheduled on a domestic route 

from Soekarno–Hatta International Airport in Jakarta to Depati Amir Air-

port in Pangkal Pinang, crashed into the Java sea only 13 minutes after the take-off, 

killing all 189 passengers and crew on board. The airline acquired new Boeing 737 

MAX 8 aircraft in August 2018 and it had flown 895,21 hours.2 

 

Only a few months later, on 10 March 2019, Ethiopian Airlines Flight ET302 crashed 

on international scheduled passengers flight from Addis Ababa Bole Int. Airport to 

Nairobi, Kenya Jomo Kenyatta Int. Airport. A Boeing's 737 MAX 8 nose-dived into the 

ground 28 NM South East of Addis Ababa, after 6 minutes airborne, killing all 157 

passengers and crew on board. The airline acquired the aircraft in November 2018 

and it had flown 1330,3 hours.3 
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Both preliminary reports, as well as news reports and actions conducted by the 

Federal Aviation Administration (hereinafter: the FAA), other regulators, and Boeing, 

suggest that Angle of Attack sensors (hereinafter: the AOA sensors) and software – 

The Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation System (hereinafter: the MCAS) – 

caused or at least played a serious role in both incidents.4 

 

After Lions Air crash, Boeing reacted with an update to the flight crew operations 

manual for its 737 MAX 8, warning of a possible fault in the aircraft's AOA system that 

could cause the aircraft to violently pitch nose down, and the FAA followed with an 

Emergency Airworthiness Directive (2018-23-51, from 7 November 2018), demanding 

compliance from the operators in less than 30 days. After second incident on March 

11, China, who operates the largest fleet of Boeing 737 Max aircraft was the first 

country who grounded them5, followed by majority aviation agencies and individual 

airlines in the next two days, including also EASA6 and finally FAA7 after the Trump’s 

initiative (although initially reaffirming the safety of the new aircraft - FAA 

Continued Airworthiness Notification to the International Community from 11 March 

2019).  

 

At the time of writing this paper, all 387 Boeing 737 MAX 8 aircrafts are grounded, 

while numerous investigations (e.g. U.S. House committee hearings, Department of 

Justice criminal investigation) and procedures (e.g. litigations stemming from two 

deadly crashes, pilot’s class-action suits and airlines requiring compensation) are 

underway. 

 

The Boeing 737 Max  
 
1.1 Production timeline 
 
In spring 2011, Boeing was unpleasantly surprised when they learned that American 

Airlines, their loyal and exclusive customer for more than a decade, was negotiating 

and ready to order hundreds of new fuel-efficient A320neo jets from Boeing’s 

European rival Airbus. In order to win the deal, instead of designing a new type of 

aircraft from scratch – which would probably take a decade – Boeing decided to take 

a shortcut and, to be blunt, mount new, bigger and fuel-efficient engines on old 737 

aircraft frame. It was far quicker, easier and cheaper and only three months later, 

the fourth generation of the Boeing 737 planes—MAX family (that includes the 737 

MAX 7, 737 MAX 8, High-Capacity 737 MAX 8, 737 MAX 9 and 737 MAX 10) was born.8 

 

 

                Picture 1 - 737 MAX Family Timeline (source www.boeing.com) 
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Because Boeing was trotting behind Airbus who announced A320neo in 2010, 

engineers and designers were pushed to work at roughly double the normal pace. 

The instructions from the Company were clear - minimum change to avert a 

requirement that pilots need to spend time training in simulators, minimum change 

to reduce costs, and to get it done quickly.9 

 

This “If it’s not broke, don’t fix it” business strategy, to keep updating the plane 

rather than designing a new type, offered competitive advantages and was a win-win 

for both airlines and Boeing. Pilots were already familiar and comfortable flying it, 

so there was no need for the airlines to invest in new training. For Boeing, it was 

faster and cheaper to redesign and recertify than starting a new - but the limits of 

50 years old aircraft were being pushed and now the plan backfired and left 346 

mourning families and the company in a crisis never seen before.10 

 

 

 

1.2. Airframe and Aerodynamic problem 

 

 

As a result of Boeing’s strategy, ground clearance became a problem because 

engineers needed to find a way to mount much bigger engines on the old airframe, 

so they had to move the mounting point of the engines more forward and farther up. 

There is a direct correlation between the diameter of a turbofan engine's fan blades 

and the amount of thrust the engine can produce. Generally speaking, the larger the 

fan diameter, the more powerful the engine.11 

 

 

 

         Picture 2 - Comparison of the engines (source: www.spectrum.ieee.org) 

 

 

 

This solution let to an aerodynamic problem - change disrupted the plane's centre of 

gravity and caused the MAX to have a tendency to elevate its nose upward during 

flight, increasing the possibility of a stall. At any angle of attack beyond CLmsx, the 

airflow can no longer follow the upper surface of the wing and the flow separates. 

The wing loses lift, and the airplane accelerates downward because weight exceeds 

lift.12 
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1.3. Systems engineering problem 

 

Boeing’s solution to its hardware and the aerodynamic problem was a software. 

Boeing’s engineers created the MCAS to automatically counteract this pointing up 

tendency and direct the nose of the plane downward. The MCAS is a flight control 

law implemented on the 737 MAX to improve aircraft handling characteristics and 

decrease pitch-up tendency at elevated angles of attack. It was designed and certi-

fied for the 737 MAX to enhance the pitch stability of the airplane, so that it feels 

and flies like other 737s. Originally, the MCAS was designed to activate only in lim-

ited circumstances, when three conditions occur (the airplane nose approaches a 

higher-than-usual angle, the pilot is manually flying up, the airplane flaps are up),13 

but after first test flight in January 2016, the Company decided to make some 

changes and they made the software more aggressive and dangerous. The original 

version of the MCAS could move the stabilizer, the part of the tail that controls the 

vertical direction of the jet, a maximum of about 0.6 degrees in about 10 seconds. 

The new version could move the stabilizer up to 2.5 degrees in 10 seconds. The FAA 

had already approved the previous version of the MCAS and didn’t require to take a 

second look because the changes didn’t affect how the plane operated in extreme 

situations.14 

 

 

                       Picture 3 - the MCAS (source: www.seattletimes.com) 

 

 

The MCAS software also had a major design defect being that it relied on the reading 

from a single sensor called the angle of attack vane, even though the aircraft has 

two of them, one on each side of the fuselage near the cockpit. The angle of attack 

is the angle between the chord line of the wing and the relative wind. 
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     Picture 4 - the position of AOA Sensors (source: www.boeing.com) 

 

 

 

 

Picture 5 - black box from Lion Air JT610 flight (source:www.seattletimes.com) 

 

 

 

Black box data from the Lion Air crash indicate that a single faulty sensor (a vane on 

the outside of the fuselage that measures the plane’s “angle of attack,” the angle 

between the airflow and the wing) triggered the MCAS multiple times during the 

flight, initiating a battle between the system, as it repeatedly pushed the nose of 

the plane down, and the pilots who wrestled with the controls to pull it back up. 
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1.4.The aftermath of the crashes  

 

Problems that have surfaced after crashes are numerous. From the questionable FAA 

certification process15 and delegation a part of it back to the Boeing, quality of pilots 

training16 and flight hours requirements17, maintenance of the aircraft18 etc., to 

problems primarily of a financial nature, that occurred for Boeing. According to the 

current information, Boeing is going to pay around $5.6 billion of compensation to its 

MAX customers, on top of that, the production slowdown is going to cost a further 

$1.7 billion. Boeing also recently established a $100 million fund for families and 

communities affected by the two crashes.19 These numbers do not include the poten-

tial outcomes of litigation.20 Of course, there are all the cancelled flights and even 

cancelled routes21 due to grounding of all MAX aircrafts all over the world, some of 

the airlines (e.g. Norwegian) are in serious financial problems,22 and some of them 

(e.g. Ryanair) are scaling back from their growth plans.23 

 

 

Product Liability 
 
Product liability is any liability placed on the producer, distributor, importer, 

retailer or other suppliers of products in respect of death or personal injury or 

property damage occasioned by the use of the product. Liability for products can be 

civil (based on contract, negligence, strict liability and absolute liability) or it can be 

imposed by the criminal law. The increase in product liability claims can be seen in 

the enhanced number over the last 130 years as a result of the innovations of the 

technical and scientific community, but also it has coincided with increased safety 

expectations of consumers.24 

 

 

2.1.Product liability in aviation  

 

In aviation, when talking about liability, we first think of the air carrier's liability for 

the damage done to passengers (for death, bodily injury and health damage or 

cancelled flight, long delay and denied boarding) and their baggage or for cargo that 

is being shipped by aircraft (loss, damage and delay). On the other side, there is a 

non-contractual liability for damage caused by a plane in flight to persons or 

property on the surface. 

 

 

The existing international framework governing air carriers’ liability for passengers’ 

death and bodily injury can be very handy in cases where the damage was caused by 

the product (aircraft) deficiencies. The first reason for that is that contractual 

liability of air carrier falls under international air law. It is regulated under 

Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International Carriage by 

Air (Warsaw Convention 1929) and Convention for the unification of certain rules for 

international carriage by air (Montreal Convention, 1999). Article 21 of Montreal 

Convention regulates the liability of air carrier as 2 tier - strict liability up to 113,100 

SDR (128,821 as of 28 December 2019) and unlimited liability beyond (but subject to 

a range of defences).  
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This is a situation where product liability, as a part of civil law, comes forward. 

Firstly because of the safety of the passengers and responsibility of the manufacturer 

for placing a defective product on the market, and secondly for giving passengers an 

alternative in regards to compensation for damages. There are, at first sight, better 

chances for the plaintiff to recover more damages from the more lucrative 

manufacturer than from air carrier.25 

 

 

 

2.2.Product liability in the European Union  

 

Council Directive of 25 July 1985 on the approximation of the laws, regulations and 

administrative provisions of the Member States concerning liability for defective 

products (hereinafter: Directive 85/374)26 governs product liability in the EU. It was 

the first EU legislation which touched the private law of the Member States.27  The 

Directive sets the conditions under which consumers may claim compensation for the 

damage caused by defective products on the internal market and has three strategic 

objectives:  

 

1. to ensure the free movement of goods,  

2. to offer protection of consumers’ health and property, and 

3. to leave competition among market operators in the Single Market undistorted.28 

The Directive 85/374 has been substantially amended by Directive 1999/34/EC, 

which extended its scope to include agricultural and fishery products29. Therefore, 

Directive 85/374 and the Directive 2001/95/EC,30 are two primary and most 

important sources of EU legislation governing the product safety and liability in the 

EU. 

 

Differently from regulations, according to EU law, directives are legislative acts that 

set out objectives that all EU Member States must achieve through their 

implementation. Therefore, directive is not a binding legislative act that must be 

applied directly and in its entirety in all Member States, but it is rather up to 

Member States to transpose particular directive into their national law and find a 

way to reach the goal of that directive, taking into consideration and adapting it to 

their own needs.31 As a result of the legal nature of  Directive 85/374, product 

liability regime is not entirely the same across all Member States and it may differ a 

little bit. 

 

 

 

2.3.Council Directive 85/374/EEC  

 

Articles 1 and 4 of the Directive introduce the concept of strict liability of the 

producer and place the burden of proof upon the injured person. Therefore, the 

claimant needs to prove the damage, the defect and the causal relationship between 

them (Article 4), but there is no need to prove the breach of a standard of care that 

a reasonable person should exercise in a given situation to avoid causing injury (he 

doesn’t have to prove the negligence or fault of the producer/importer), as it is 

required under many major common law jurisdictions. 
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Under the Directive 85/374 product is defined as all movables, even though 

incorporated into another movable or an immovable (Article 2), including electricity. 

However, nuclear energy is expressly excluded from the Directive’s scope (Article 

14). 

 

Producer means the manufacturer of a finished product, of a component and any 

person who presents himself as a producer. Also, any person who imports a product 

for sale, hire, leasing or any form of distribution in the course of his business into the 

EU shall be responsible as a producer (Article 3).  

 

The Directive also provides the possibility of joint liability (Article 5) and lists six 

reasons for the exoneration from the liability. The most important for the 

manufacturer is under Article 7(b) saying “that, having regard to the circumstances, 

it is probable that the defect which caused the damage did not exist at the time 

when the product was put into circulation by him or that this defect came into being 

afterwards”. For the manufacturer of a component, the most important exoneration 

reason lies under Article 7(f) providing “that the defect is attributable to the design 

of the product in which the component has been fitted or to the instructions given by 

the manufacturer of the product” (Article 7). 

 

Furthermore, the liability of the producer shall not be reduced when the damage is 

caused both by a defect in the product and by the act or omission of a third party, 

but it may be reduced or disallowed when the damage is caused both by a defect in 

the product and by the fault of the injured person or any person for whom the in-

jured person is responsible (Article 8). 

 

The meaning and scope of the term “damage” under this Directive relate to: 

a. damage caused by death or by personal injuries, and  

b. damage or destruction of any item of property other than the defective prod-

uct itself, with a lower threshold of 500 Euros, if the item of property:  

 is ordinarily intended for private use or consumption, and that 

 was used by the injured person mainly for his own private use or con-

sumption. 

 

The 500 Euros threshold applies only to damage/destruction of property and it pre-

vents claimants from obtaining compensation in case of lower damages, but it 

doesn’t apply in case of death and physical injuries. When talking about non-material 

damage, the Directive does not contain more detailed provisions but rather refers to 

national law (Article 9). 

 

The statute of limitation imposed by Directive is of three years and it begins from 

the day on which the plaintiff became aware, or should reasonably have become 

aware, of the damage, the defect and the identity of the producer (subjective 

deadline, Article 10), but not after the expiry of a period of ten years from the date 

on which the producer put into circulation the actual product which caused the dam-

age unless the injured person has in the meantime brought an action against the 

manufacturer (objective deadline, Article 11). 

 

Pursuant to Article 13, the Directive does not affect or exclude other rights that an 

injured person may have under existing national laws that were in place at the time 

Directive was adopted. Hence, the Directive is meant to operate alongside national 

laws of the Member States relating to product liability, based on e.g. contract and/

or tort, and leaves the possibility of a co-existence of product liability systems 

open.33 
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As it is often the case in directives, Article 15 provides the possibility of derogation 

in some cases (Article 2 and 7) as well as the possibility for Member States, in addi-

tion to the €500 threshold, to limit producer’s total liability for damage resulting 

from a death or personal injury caused by the same defect to not less than 70 million 

Euros (Article 16). 

 

 

2.4. Implementation of the Directive and it’s relevance in national product 

liability laws  

 

 

As mentioned earlier, the product liability regime may differ from Member State to 

Member State as a result of implementation in their respective national laws. 

 

Article 21 of Directive 85/374 stipulates that every five years the Commission is 

going to present a report to the Council on the application of the Directive and, if 

necessary, submit appropriate proposals to it. Therefore, in January 2018 

Commission published the final report on the evaluation of the Directive 85/374/EEC 

(hereinafter: the EU Report). Alongside public consultation, the European 

Commission also carried out a targeted survey and face-to-face interviews with 

different categories of stakeholder (e.g. producers, industrial associations, consumer 

associations, insurers, public authorities, law firms, consultancy firms and 

academics. 

 

According to the EU Report, all 28 Member States have transposed the Directive into 

their legislation. Five Member States (Spain, Finland, France, Hungary, Luxembourg) 

have adopted the derogation under Article 15 of the Directive, however, the 

derogation has not been transposed uniformly across them. Two Member States have 

adopted it without limitations, thereby applying it to all categories of producers and 

products, and the other three excluding some categories of producers and products. 

When transposing the Directive, all Member States except seven of them have 

introduced some provisions to clarify certain concepts of the Directive: i.e. a criteria 

to determine when a product is “put into circulation”, the “reasonable time” by 

which the injured person has to be informed of the identity of the producer/

supplier, some specified the nature of damages that can be indemnified etc. 

 

The EU Report concludes that the Directive is effective in guaranteeing producers’ 

liability and a well-functioning internal market for goods, but it did not conclude the 

effectiveness of the Directive vis-à-vis new technological developments.34 

 

When it comes to efficiency, the Directive is a private law instrument which leaves 

to the parties (i.e. the Member States) the burden of enforcement. Therefore, the 

length of the procedures differs from Member State to Member State and the main 

costs (e.g. court fees, lawyers and experts fees, that vary considerably across the 

Member States) can fall in the end on either the consumer or producer - depending 

on the outcome of the proceedings. 

 

The EU Report concludes that the Directive is coherent with EU rules on consumer 

protection in the area of contractual liability, the ‘digital contracts proposals’, the 

EU product safety policies as well as EU rules on applicable law. 
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Overall, according to the EU Report, the Directive still seems to be relevant to the 

initial needs seeing that the number of claims as well as the average EU litigation 

rate regarding the defective products has not fallen in recent years.35 That relevance 

is less straightforward when considering new technological developments. In that 

regard, the most challenged are the definitions of product, damage, defect, and the 

list of exemptions of liability in favour of the producer, such as the development risk 

clause. Ergo, it might be smart, sooner rather than later, to reconsider amendment 

of the Directive than relaying to the means of the interpretation only. Furthermore, 

some of the key elements of a product liability action are left to domestic law (e.g. 

areas of causation, remoteness of damage, standard of proof, contributory acts, 

procedure and rules of discovery etc.) which disrupts the process of harmonization of 

product liability law across the Member States. 

 

 

Analysis of Directive 85/374 and it’s applicability to aviation cases 
 
All in all, as seen above, Directive 85/374 partially managed to uniform consumer 

protection and harmonise product liability rules all over the EU, which the Member 

States could not achieve by themselves, and has reached a reasonable uniformity in 

its implementation. Having that in mind, it is necessary to analyse some of the key 

concepts of the Directive and their applicability to aviation. 

 

 

 

3.1. Definition of defective product and the expectation of safety standard 

 

Definition of a defective product in Article 6 depends on the expectation of safety of 

the entitled person. This definition is connected to the strict liability standard laid 

down in Article 1. Generally, there are at least two formulations of the strict liability 

standard. One is based on the risk-utility test (that essentially balances the 

foreseeable risk of harm of the product, which could be reduced or avoided by 

adopting a reasonable alternative design and, failing to adopt such a design, "renders 

the product not reasonably safe")36, and the other on the test of consumer 

expectations. When talking about strict liability opposed to the fault, the two most 

important differing factors are that liability is based on the objective nature of the 

product rather than on the behaviour of the producer and that the producer is 

imputed with the knowledge of the risks of the product, albeit he did not and (he) 

could not have known of them when he marketed the product. On one side, criticism 

around the expectation standards is concerned with the psychological ability and 

limitations of the consumer to even roughly estimate what level of safety he can 

expect, especially if he is not provided with the information necessary to form 

accurate expectation, moreover if the product falls into the modern and complex 

technology category, about which the general population has limited or non-existent 

knowledge. On the other hand, there is a danger of industries setting their own 

standards via marketing and advertising, especially nowadays through social media, 

and in that manner influencing consumer expectations.37 Since the expectation is a 

very subjective criterion, this wording in Directive could be a source of uncertainty 

in its application. The EU Report concludes that criterion is in fact objective because 

the defectiveness must lay on the basis of the legitimate expectations of the public 

(what normal prudent persons would expect) and thus not on the subjective expecta-

tions of an individual.38 
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AVIATION 

 
3.2. Definition of damage 

 

Definition in Article 9 specifies damage as damage caused by death or by personal 

injuries, as well as damage/destruction of any item of property intended for private 

use. While the term death is pretty clear, the Directive doesn’t offer further 

explanation of the term „personal injury“. Therefore, the question is if it covers only 

physical injury, or if it includes psychological injury (damage) accompanied by 

physical injuries and/or maybe psychological injury alone? Since MC 1999 provides 

compensation in cases of psychological injury only if caused or accompanied by 

physical injury, as it is established in case law (e.g. Eastern Airlines, Inc. v. Floyd 

(499 U.S. 530, 1991) and El Al Israel Airlines, Ltd. v. Tsui Yuan Tseng (525 U.S. 155, 

1999), this kind of interpretation of personal injury could offer claimants an 

alternative to bring a claim for this type damages other than under MC 1999. This 

solution could be very beneficial in product liability cases arising from airplane 

crashes (provided that the other conditions are met) since claimants are often 

affected with the Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. But there is another problem which 

goes along with the previous inconsistency of interpretation, that lies under the last 

subparagraph of the same Article which states that the Directive leaves the matter 

of non-material damages in hands of the Member States. That kind of solution is 

likely to lead to uncertainty and rather different amounts of damages in different 

Member States for the same cases or, in the worst case, no damages at all because 

the national legislation doesn’t provide for them. The lack of harmonization around 

the question of the type and amount of recoverable damages jeopardizes the 

attempts of harmonization and prevention of the need for forum shopping.39 

 

 

3.3. Definition of a producer 

 

Article 3 of the Directive holds responsible as a producer any person who imports 

into the EU a product for sale, hire, leasing or any form of distribution in the course 

of his business. In a situation where the EU carrier, e.g. Lufthansa, buys an aircraft 

from a non-EU manufacturer e.g. Boeing, and sells or leases it to another air carrier, 

and then is found liable as a producer under the Directive, there is a question 

whether the national court should continue applying Directive 85/374 or it should 

apply MC 1999. This issue arises due to the fact that a producer is an air carrier to 

whom the liability relates, and especially taking into consideration the exclusivity 

principle of the MC as stated in Article 29 of the Convention.40 

 

 

3.4. Definition of a product 

 

Finally, the most important definition in light of this paper's topic is one of the 

product. Article 2 of the Directive defines a product as all movables, even though 

incorporated into another movable or an immovable (e.g. building materials such as 

cement integrated into the house), but does not extend to immovables. According to 

this definition, the interpretation of the term product means, even though it’s not 

expressly established, that only physical, movable goods should be considered as 

products. This definition was good enough at the time when the Directive was 

adopted. Therefore, even if we manage to squeeze through some of the new 

technical developments under this – outdated – definition of a product, e.g. if we 

consider software as an integral part of an aircraft, it still leaves us in a grey area of 

uncertainty that is not suitable for the society we live in today.41 
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3.5. Is software a product under Directive 85/374?  

 

The EU Report shows that even in Member States' national jurisdictions there is no 

specific legislation concerning the product liability for new technological 

developments, such as software, robots, artificial intelligence or 3D printing. As a 

result of their specificities and peculiarities, the applicability of the Directive to 

these technologies is not straightforward. Those specificities and peculiarities 

include, to name a few, the complexity of some IT products that combine both 

product and service (services are not defined nor covered by Directive, e.g. cloud 

technologies), the interconnectedness of automated systems, the increasing 

autonomy and learning capacity involved in artificial intelligence, autonomous 

vehicles and robots, the blurriness of the distinction between producers and 

consumers due to the sharing economy as well as to the 3D printers, the difficulty in 

differentiation between private and professional use of a product, the concerns 

about privacy and cybersecurity etc.42 

 

In recent Boeing MAX crashes, although investigations are not yet completed and 

causes of accidents cannot be determined with certainty, preliminary reports in both 

Lion Air and Ethiopian Air cases strongly suggest that the faulty AOA sensors that fed 

the MCAS software with the erroneous information were the probable cause of the 

accidents.  

 

So if faulty software causes a plane to crash, the question is if the software, as an 

immovable, should be considered as a component, an integral part of the plane and 

as a product within the definition in Article 2?43 On the other hand, the fact that in 

Lions Air crash there were no instructions in regards to the MCAS in pilot’s flying 

manual and what’s even more appalling, the pilots didn’t even know the MCAS 

existed and was working the whole time in the background. Apparently, it is up to 

national courts and the Court of Justice of the EU to offer clarification through case 

law in this type of situations. Nevertheless, these accidents should be warning signs 

and at the same time food for thought for the Commission to speed up and make up 

their mind when it comes to the amendment of the Directive 85/374, so that for 

once legislation is not ten steps behind technology and we are not reacting ex-post 

factum. 

 

 

3.5. Clarification of the term presentation  

 

In light of the Boeing 737 MAX accidents, we should discuss the term of presentation 

of the product in Article 6, par. I of the Directive 85/374 that explains what 

circumstances are taken into consideration when defining a defective product and 

claimants expectations towards the safety of the said product. That term could be 

widely interpreted, as it covers everything from packaging and containers, literature 

and manuals, the way the product is displayed, promotional material and 

advertisements for the product. The presentation could raise or lower consumer 

safety expectations, latter being the rarer, almost non-existent case. Typically 

advertising and marketing practices are stressing the advantages of the product and 

promoting confidence in it, so was the case with Boeing and the fourth generation of 

737. The Company didn’t say a word to the pilots about the MCAS or the reason why 

it was developed, they didn’t mention it in pilot’s flight manual nor did they provide 

the procedure and checklist for overriding the software in case of failure 

(management at Southwest Airlines told its pilots that Boeing did not include any de- 
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scription of the MCAS in the flight manual because a pilot “should never see the 

operation of the MCAS” in normal flying)44. What is even worse, the Company tried 

really hard45 to reduce the manufacturing and certificating costs and to eliminate the 

additional cost for the air carriers relating pilots training on the simulators, leaving 

pilots and hundreds of people for whose lives they are accountable for in the dark. 

We are here once again returning to the problem of expectations standards, or 

rather the inability of creating it due to the lack of information. 

 

 

3.6. Exonerating reasons 

 

When observing the exonerating reasons in Article 7 of Directive 85/374, the last one 

under the subparagraph (f), concerning the liability of the manufacturer of the 

component is of importance. There is a specific defence where the defect arose 

because of the misuse of the component by the end producer, or more importantly, 

like in Boeing cases, where the defect is due to the design of the product into which 

the component is fitted or where the defect is due to the faulty manufacturer’s 

instructions. In the latter case, the manufacturer’s instructions must have been very 

clear and detailed which left the component manufacturer with no margin of 

manoeuvre so that he can exercise his judgement and avoid making a defective 

product. This scenario could be important in cases when aircraft manufacturer 

outsourced the design of software to its subcontractors but provided them with 

detailed instructions which strongly resembles the recent events. Indeed, Boeing, at 

the time when the MCAS was developed, was laying off experienced in house 

engineers to cut costs and relied on Indian engineers making as little as US$9 an hour 

to develop and test software46. Related or just a coincidence, in recent years, Boeing 

has won several orders for Indian military and commercial carriers, such as a $22 

billion one in January 2017 to supply SpiceJet Ltd. which included 100 737 MAX 8 and 

represented Boeing’s largest order ever from India, a country dominated by Airbus.47 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
 
This paper has analysed recent Boeing MAX crashes in Indonesia and Ethiopia, the 

timeline of events and consequences of those accidents. Even though all of the 

investigations and the proceedings are taking place in the US, this paper examines 

tragedies in the light of the EU product liability law, focusing on the European 

Directive 85/374/EC terms and main principles, and their applicability to aviation 

cases. The conclusion is that, while the Directive is still relevant, it would be smart 

to reconsider amending the Directive and some of the key elements of a product 

liability action that are left to domestic law, to enhance the process of 

harmonization of product liability law across the Member States. It would also be 

advisable to update Directive according to the time that we live in. These tragic 

accidents should be warning signs for the Commission to speed up the work when it 

comes to the amendment of the Directive 85/374 so that we are not left in the dark 

if tragedies like this happen in the EU. 
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Abstract 
 
This article shall explain ASEAN Open Skies’ ongoing progress pertaining to the 

agreements on liberalisation of multilateral air services. The introduction of two 

new ASEAN Open Skies Protocols, namely the third and fourth agreements in the 

last two years are aimed to encourage seamless air connectivity in the region and 

breaking the ice. The article aims to describe the current situation and analysing 

the potential obstacles in their implementation. At the end, this article provides 

legal and policy recommendation pertaining to the current development of the 

agreements. 

 

 

1. The State of Play  
 
The Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) Open Skies Agreements came 

into effect on 1 January 2015. It is intended to increase regional connectivity by al-

lowing ASEAN member states airlines fly more freely throughout the region. Noticing 

the difference stage of liberalisation among the Member States, from the beginning 

ASEAN Open Skies aims to only allow up to the 5th Freedom of the Air. This situation 

lasts until now, prohibiting the 6th to the ultimate 8th and 9th Freedoms of the Air 

which grant cabotage rights. 

 

The ASEAN Open Skies Agreements consist of the ASEAN Multilateral Agreement on 

the Full Liberalisation of Air Freight Services (MAFLAFS)1, the ASEAN Multilateral 

Agreement on Air Services (MAAS)2, and the ASEAN Multilateral Agreement on the Full 

Liberalisation of Passenger Air Services (MAFLPAS)3. In line with the open skies con-

cept, limitations on capacity and schedule are to be eliminated. This multilateralism 

aims to replace the existing bilateral service agreements among the Member States. 

 

The existence of ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 20254 encourages the goals of 

ASEAN Open Skies. The increasing number of aircraft delivered to the Member 

States5, geographical situation, from the Malaya Peninsula, numerous mountains and 

terrains, and two archipelagos - namely Indonesia and the Philippines, are also de-

termining factors. 
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While the region promotes free movement among its citizens through air connectivi-

ty, no ASEAN carrier concept has been established. Currently, restrictions on foreign 

direct investment vary among ASEAN Member States. To penetrate the regional mar-

ket, some airlines, either ASEAN or non-ASEAN nationals, have invested in other 

neighbouring ASEAN Member States. These airlines are, among others, AirAsia 

(Malaysian carrier based in Kuala Lumpur with a total of 147 fleet)6, Jetstar Asia 

(Australian Qantas’s subsidiary based in Singapore with a total of 18 fleet)7, Lion 

Group (Indonesian carrier based in Jakarta with total 108 fleet)8, and VietJet 

(Vietnam carrier based in Hanoi with a total of 71 fleet)9. 

 

Huge investments have been made by the abovementioned airlines for serving other 

ASEAN Member States’ domestic market. The targeted countries are big and archipe-

lagic countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines; and now 

also includes Vietnam, as its aviation business is emerging. 

 

In parallel, this business strategy raises ownership and control issues.10 Unlike 

“ownership”, the term of “control” has never been challenged in court since it is 

harder to prove due its nature. Efforts to challenge or test the scope of “control” is 

rather sensitive and could discourage foreign direct investment growth, specifically 

the establishment of new airlines within the region. So far, status quo is deemed as 

the ideal situation and seems to be preserved with caution. 

 

As a breakthrough for encouraging seamless air connectivity, both ASEAN Open Skies 

Third Protocol and Fourth Protocol are introduced in 2017 and 2018. The last one is a 

phenomenon whereas ownership and control issue is alive and still becomes a sensi-

tive matter among ASEAN Member States to discuss. Hopefully, the presence of two 

new protocols could enhance a seamless ASEAN Connectivity by 2025 as targeted. 

 

 

2. ASEAN Open Skies Third Protocol  
 
Nowadays, code-share arrangements are inevitable due to the increasing competition 

between airlines. Even before the ASEAN Open Skies Agreement was enacted, code-

share practice has existed whether among the Member States’ airlines or between 

the Member and non-Member States’ airlines. The Third Protocol in particular, focus-

es on domestic code-share arrangements in which such rights exist only as part of an 

international journey. 

 

Article 2 of the ASEAN Open Skies Third Protocol 

 

  ”[t]he designated airline(s) of each Contracting Party shall be allowed to ex

   ercise domestic code-share rights as marketing airline(s) provided that there 

   shall be no exercise of cabotage rights.” 

 

Up until the 31 December 2019, the six ASEAN Member States which have ratified the 

Third Protocol are Vietnam (26 November 2018), Singapore (3 January 2019), Malay-

sia (6 March 2019), Myanmar (13 March 2019), Thailand (26 June 2019), and the Phil-

ippines (19 December 2019)11. The Third Protocol is in force since 13 March 2019 with 

the third signatories. The term “cabotage rights” in the aforementioned sentence 

includes the holding out of air services for sale on purely domestic routes by the 

marketing airline(s) of that Contracting Party. 
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For example, Thai Airways code-sharing with Vietnam Airlines allows the sale of 

Bangkok-Hanoi ticket via transit in Ho Chi Minh City, but not Ho Chi Minh City-Hanoi 

route and vice versa in its Bangkok-Ho Chi Minh City-Hanoi leg, and vice versa. Thai 

Airways is not allowed to embark new passengers nor cargo during its Ho Chi Minh 

City transit. This measure is to keep the advantage still at Vietnamese carriers’ for 

securing the domestic market. 

 

From the perspective of passenger protection, the implementation of Third Protocol 

among all Member States means encouraging international liability regime, either 

the Warsaw Convention of 192912 or Montreal Convention of 199913, to apply rather 

than domestic law. More options for passengers to buy a single or return ticket per-

taining to code-share flights. 

 

3. ASEAN Open Skies Fourth Protocol 

 
 
Not much has been gained pertaining to liberalisation of multilateral air service 

agreements. ASEAN Open Skies Fourth Protocol14 was introduced in November 2018 as 

a breakthrough. This protocol aims to increase connectivity by introducing co-

terminal rights. 

 

  Article 2 of the ASEAN Open Skies Fourth Protocol 

 

 “[t]he designated airline(s) of each Contracting Party shall be allowed to ex

  ercise co-terminal rights, provided that there shall be no exercise of cabo 

  tage rights.” 

 

The term “cabotage rights” includes the holding out of air services for sale on purely 

domestic routes by the designated airlines(s) of that Contracting Party. As of 31 De-

cember 2019, six states have ratified this protocol, namely Singapore (31 May 2019), 

Thailand (26 June 2019), Malaysia (16 August 2019), Myanmar (12 September 2019), 

Vietnam (31 October 2019), and the Philippines (4 December 2019).15 The Fourth Pro-

tocol is in force since 16 August 2019 with the third signatories. 

 

The notion of “…shall be no exercise of cabotage rights…” means any carrier is pro-

hibited to embark passenger and cargo within the domestic transit right. As an exam-

ple, Garuda Indonesia is not allowed to embark new passengers and cargo during 

transit in Kuala Lumpur from its Jakarta-Kuala Lumpur-Penang leg, and vice versa. 

The aircraft is entitled to fly between two points within another ASEAN Member 

States but without any economic right. This scheme is to protect Malaysian carriers’ 

domestic market from new foreign competitors. Protectionism is aimed to be set up 

at this stage. 

 

ASEAN Open Skies Fourth Protocol also raises a new question whether this is a new – 

10th Freedom of the Air, or whether it is just an improvised version of the existing 

ones. The current practices in six ASEAN Member States - Singapore, Thailand, Malay-

sia, Myanmar, Vietnam, and the Philippines - shall determine the premise. If the pro-

tocol succeeds, this could be a model for other regional jurisdiction with similar na-

ture like ASEAN. One of them is African Union with its Yamoussoukro Decision which 

also aims up to 5th Freedom of the Air among its Member States that also faces some 

obstacles in implementing. 
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The implementation of the Fourth Protocol shall encourage the enforcement of in-

ternational liability regime, especially those travelling with low-cost carrier (LCC) in 

ASEAN. Noticing its point-to-point business model and the status quo of the ASEAN 

Open Skies, most of the time a passenger needs to buy two separate tickets when 

flying to another country. With Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)-Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam)-

Hanoi (Vietnam) as example, the first Kuala Lumpur-Ho Chi Minh City leg is an inter-

national flight. No doubt, international convention either the Warsaw Convention of 

1929 or the Montreal Convention of 1999 shall prevail. 

 

However, the Ho Chi Minh City-Hanoi leg is a domestic flight if the passenger has no 

consecutive single ticket. As the consequence, there is a room for domestic law 

which could also mean less legal certainty for the non-nationals. The Fourth Protocol 

exists to ensure the highest passenger protection by allowing a passenger to buy Kua-

la Lumpur-Hanoi through one single ticket even though there will be a change of air-

craft and flight number in Ho Chi Minh City. 

 

 

4. The Way Forward for Multilateralism in the Region 

 

Aviation is important in strengthening ASEAN integration. However, the Single Avia-

tion Market or also known as ASEAN Open Skies development is based on consensus. 

The ASEAN Way is alive, which means no ASEAN institution nor any Member State has 

the authorisation to ensure the ratification and implementation of an agreement. No 

hard laws pertaining to multilateralism could be enforced to ASEAN Member States, 

including the new ASEAN Open Skies Third and Fourth Protocols in obtaining ratifica-

tion. 

 

As one of the main consequences, there is no guarantee on when and whether the 

two protocols will be fully implemented. The ASEAN Way becomes one of the inter-

nal factors which determine the direction ASEAN Open Skies will take. Four ASEAN 

Member States, namely Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, and Lao PDR have 

yet to take action on this matter.  
 

Tourism will potentially become the external factor deciding its direction. Currently, 

tourism is being promoted in ASEAN since it has a significant impact in the national 

economy. Thailand, followed by Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam and Lao PDR are 

among the leaders in terms of international tourist visits. However, besides infra-

structure, there is a lack of flights caused by the restrictions placed on the Freedom 

of Air. The premise saying tourism is the key determining factor shall be proven in 

the next several years. 

 

At the end, liberalisation in the ASEAN skies seems to be more feasible than liberali-

sation on land which speaks on foreign direct investment limitation. Both new ASEAN 

Open Skies Protocols should be analysed promptly also with consideration, in paral-

lel, that the region has already enacted ASEAN-China Open Skies agreement. Failure 

to analyse the impact could mean putting ASEAN Member States airlines not in an 

equal position with Chinese carriers for future competition. 
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Introduction 
 
On December 20, 2019, by signing the National Defence Authorization Act (i.e. the 

Pentagon's budget for fiscal year 2020), Donald Trump gave birth to the Space Force, 

a new body of the US Armed Forces tasked with "protecting US interests in outer 

space". It will have 16,000 men, and will be part, at least for now, of the Air Force 

Department, as the Navy Corps is part of the Navy Department. The President him-

self is Commander-in-Chief of the Space Force. The immediate task of this new 

branch of the armed forces will be to protect existing space infrastructure, which for 

the United States is represented by over 800 satellites. Satellites can be distin-

guished on the basis of their on-board equipment, whether used for eminently scien-

tific purposes such as satellites for astrophysics or meteorology, or for both civilian 

and military purposes such as satellites for telecommunications, navigation and Earth 

observation. To these must be added orbital space stations like the International 

Space Station (ISS). 

 

The peaceful use of outer space 
 
All infrastructure in the outer space are potentially dual use, i.e. civilian and mili-

tary. However, the various international treaties on outer space clearly state that 

space may only be used for peaceful purposes1. In particular, Article IV of the Outer 

Space Treaty (OST) of 19672 states that “States Parties to the Treaty undertake not 

to place in orbit around the earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other 

kinds of weapons of mass destruction, install such weapons on celestial bodies, or 

station such weapons in outer space in any other manner. The moon and other celes-

tial bodies shall be used by all States Parties to the Treaty exclusively for peaceful 

purposes. The establishment of military bases, installations and fortifications, the 

testing of any type of weapons and the conduct of military manoeuvres on celestial 

bodies shall be forbidden. The use of military personnel for scientific research or 

for any other peaceful purposes shall not be prohibited. The use of any equipment 

or facility necessary for peaceful exploration of the moon and other celestial bodies 

shall also not be prohibited.” 
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The law of outer space is therefore based on its peaceful use, and the same principle 

is reflected in customary international law, expressed in the Declaration of Legal 

Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer 

Space of 19623, also specified in Article 3 of the United Nations Charter which pro-

hibits the use of force. This general principle of governance of outer space envisages 

the possibility of sanctions being imposed by the United Nations Security Council. 

However, it must be remembered that the provisions of the 1967 Space Treaty can-

not be considered as absolutely and definitively excluding the military use of outer 

space, since Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations establishes the right to 

self-defence when a State is attacked by another entity. On the basis of this princi-

ple, a 2001 study was carried out by the US Secretary of Defence Donald Rumsfeld, 

which considered a scenario in which the strategic imperative for the United States 

of America was the need to keep the nation safe from a cosmic Pearl Harbor, ensur-

ing that "The President has the option to deploy weapons in outer space." 

A variety of agreements were adopted in the Sixties and Seventies to prevent weap-

ons systems being loaded onto satellites, based on the lessons learned in other areas. 

The first of these is the Partial Test Ban Treaty (1963)4, later developed into the 

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty5. These treaties are connected to the aforemen-

tioned Article IV of the 1967 Space Treaty. 

 

Activity in space – the current scenario 
 
From 1950 onwards, the scenario of activity in space has broadened considerably. In 

addition to the traditional competitors - the United States and the Russian Federa-

tion - other actors have emerged, such as the European Union, the European Space 

Agency (ESA) and its member States, mainly France, Germany, Italy and United King-

dom. China and India have recently joined these countries. The space sector is usual-

ly the responsibility of a country's government, but it also includes research and de-

velopment centres, think tanks and universities, and the manufacturers of launch 

vehicles and their fuel, satellites, sensors and other detection technologies. 

This development has led to a proliferation of satellites6 and space infrastructure on 

which our everyday lives depend. On need only think of telecommunications, naviga-

tion systems (the American GPS, European Galileo, Russian Glonass and Chinese Com-

pass) and Earth observation satellites like the European Copernicus. Worldwide fi-

nancial transactions, and above all national security, including cyber security, are 

also dependent on satellites.  

 

 

The possibility of a space blockade 
 
With current technologies it is possible to block the functioning of a State. A space 

blockade is the deliberate interruption of the operation of critical space infrastruc-

ture, starting with operations launched by or against space infrastructure designed to 

ensure the continuity of government action and business when ground infrastructure 

is not usable, interruptions that can generate a domino effect on the classic terres-

trial, maritime and air geopolitical domains. A space blockade can be caused in three 

ways: 1) by using satellites against other satellites in orbit; 2) by using satellites to 

direct attacks against ground infrastructure; and 3), by using ground-based infra-

structure to hit satellites that maintain the interdependence between space and 

ground-based infrastructure7. 
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The main threat to consider is the presence of heated competition between nations 

with space activities that can lead to the risk of transposing geopolitical tensions in 

search of dominance in outer space. The present tension between USA and Iran is a 

typical situation capable of leading to conflict in space. It is important to remember 

that space is indispensable to the availability of goods produced by traditional sec-

tors such as the food industry, energy, transport and finance, and is thus likely to be 

used for the purposes of economic warfare.  

 

Example of a space blockade 
 
A hegemonic nation attacks a telecommunications satellite belonging to a regional 

power by damaging it with microwave emitters or by corrupting its signal with jam-

ming and spoofing systems. The satellite, now disabled, cannot convey information 

to the infrastructure used to manage sectors dependent on the services it provides. 

This leads to a domino effect on all sectors connected to the satellite service due to 

the effective blockade of the service itself, thus paralyzing all connected infrastruc-

ture, bringing the entire country system to its knees and triggering a situation of ten-

sion with the consequent risk of war. China recently launched a satellite into space 

that destroyed another Chinese satellite, demonstrating how a war in space might 

begin. 

 

Review of the rules on space 
 
In this context, the US government's decision to establish a Space Force appears 

clear in its purposes. The hope is that the objective of this force is to defend its 

space and ground infrastructure, including cyber security, and exclude the placing 

into orbit of weapons systems, including nuclear ones, because such a move would 

also be implemented by Russia and China, leading to the militarization of space and 

thus violating the principle of the peaceful use of outer space established by interna-

tional treaties. However, there is reason to doubt that this is so: in addition to the 

conclusions of the Rumsfeld study, when in 2019 the First Committee of the United 

Nations General Assembly (UNGA) adopted three Russia-drafted resolutions to pre-

vent an arms race in outer space, the United States and Israel were the only two 

member states to vote against all three resolutions.8 

It should also be noted that in current theatres of war the operations of air, land and 

sea forces are guided by satellites, including the destructive activity of drones. 

In this context, the revision of the space treaties, international space law, humani-

tarian law and the Law of Armed conflict (LOAC)9 is an urgent priority. 

 
 
___________________________________ 

 

1The concept of the peaceful use of outer space is clearly expressed by the creation in 1958 of COPUOS, 

the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. COPUOS and its Legal Subcommittee 
have drafted the text of the five general multilateral treaties on outer space.  

 
2Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, includ-
ing the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (General Assembly resolution 2222 (XXI), adopted on 19 Decem-

ber 1966, opened for signature on 27 January 1967, enacted on 10 October 1967.  
 
3Two declarations of legal principles to govern the activities of states in the exploration and use of outer 
space have been adopted by the Assembly, one in 1961 and the other in 1963. The latter Declaration 

reaffirms and expands the scope of the earlier one. The principles contained in it represent the consen-
sus and maximum agreement attainable by the Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space established 

by the Assembly to deal with technical co-operation between states and the legal regulation of outer 
space.  
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4The Limited Test Ban Treaty (LTBT), also known as the Partial Test Ban Treaty (PTBT), is an arms con-
trol agreement intended to restrict the testing of nuclear weapons and limit nuclear proliferation. The 

LTBT was initially a trilateral agreement between the United States, Soviet Union, and United Kingdom. 
Signed in Moscow on August 5, 1963, the original signatories sought “an end to the contamination of 

man’s environment by radioactive substances.” As a result, the treaty prohibits testing nuclear weapons 
in the atmosphere, underwater, and in outer space. It does, however, permit nuclear test explosions 

underground. Ratified by the United States Senate on September 24, 1963, the LTBT was enacted and 

opened for signature by other countries on October 10, 1963.  
 
5The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) prohibits “any nuclear weapon test explosion or any other 
nuclear explosion” anywhere in the world. The treaty was opened for signature in September 1996, 

and has been signed by 184 nations. The treaty cannot enter into force until it is ratified by 44 specific 
nations, eight of which have yet to do so: China, India, Pakistan, North Korea, Israel, Iran, Egypt, and the 

United States. The U.S. Senate voted against CTBT ratification in 1999, and although President Barack 
Obama announced his intention to seek Senate reconsideration of the treaty in 2009, he did not pursue 

the initiative, though the United States did see through UN Security Council Resolution 2310, which was 
the first UN Security Council resolution to support the CTBT. 

The 2018 Trump administration published the Nuclear Posture Reviews, noting that "Although the United 
States will not seek ratification of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, it will continue to sup-

port the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty Organization Preparatory Committee as well as the 
International Monitoring System [IMS] and the International Data Center [IDC]. The United States will 

not resume nuclear explosive testing unless necessary to ensure the safety and effectiveness of the U.S. 

nuclear arsenal, and calls on all states possessing nuclear weapons to declare or maintain a moratorium 
on nuclear testing." 

 
6Some studies estimate that more than 14,000 satellites have been launched into outer space since Sput-

nik 1 in 1967, but 78% of them are out of use, and are therefore “space debris”, capable of causing dam-
age to the satellites on which our everyday life depends.  

 
7See A. Roma “Space Blockade: a threat to space activities? “- The Aviation & Space Journal OCT/DIC 

2014 YEAR XIII N° 4.  
 
8The resolutions, namely "Further Practical Measures for the Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space," 
"No First Placement of Weapons in Outer Space" and "Transparency and Confidence-Building Measures in 

Outer Space," respectively received 124, 166 and 166 votes in favour. The first resolution urges the glob-
al community to continue undertaking efforts to maintain peace and improve security in the world and 

avoid a conflict in space. 

 
9After World War II, the Geneva Convention created a treaty among nation States to abide by in the 

event of future conflicts. There have been numerous conflicts since 1949 with many crimes of war being 
prosecuted. The rules that are to be followed are called the Law of Armed Conflict, or the Law of War, 

which covers everything from the treatment of prisoners of war to the rules of engagement to be used by 
armed forces. The LOAC arises from a desire among civilized nations to prevent unnecessary suffering 

and destruction while not impeding the effective waging of war. A part of public international law, LOAC 
regulates the conduct of armed hostilities. It also aims to protect civilians, prisoners of war, the wound-

ed, sick, and shipwrecked.  
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Fundamentals of International Aviation Law and Policy offers the reader an exhaus-

tive and comprehensive overview of the legal arena concerning international civil 

aviation. The textbook not only meticulously explores the existing international regu-

latory framework concerning the public and private spheres of international civil avi-

ation, but lays also emphasis on notable instances of regional and domestic legisla-

tion, with a dynamic view on recent technological and social development of air 

transport. 

 

Benjamyn I. Scott and Andrea Trimarchi attempt to confer the textbook a highly in-

ternational spirit, albeit not disregarding regulatory progresses specific to the Euro-

pean – and some national – contexts. This is done through a critical scrutiny of the 

main international legal sources governing civil aviation and through a comparison of 

selected meaningful domestic regulatory scenarios. 

 

Although the book fluidly and systematically addresses all major areas of internation-

al aviation regulation, the authors adopt a threefold structure. The first two parts 

loyally retrace the canonical distinction between public and private air law. While 

the first part (chapters 1-6) aims at providing historical and political context as to 

the current status of aviation regulation, the functioning of ICAO and the develop-

ment of aviation commercial relations, the second part (chapters 7-9) is dedicated to 

liability aspects of flying (contractual and extra-contractual) and insurance. The 

third and last part of the opus combines elements of public and private aviation law 

and discusses subject matters, which are somehow hybrid in nature, not formally 

stemming from the magna charta of international civil aviation, that is, the Chicago 

Convention of 1944. These include competition law, environmental law and regula-

tion of suborbital transportation; current – or emerging – trends, which are undoubt-

edly destined to increasingly capture the attention of stakeholders and regulators in 

the years to come. 

 

The authors adopt an innovative approach and aim at engaging the reader with a 

consistent use of learning tools. Delivery of such aims is attained through the inclu-

sion of didactic and tailored instruments providing immediate information, visual 

representation and interactive elements. In line with its legal nature, Fundamentals 

of International Aviation Law and Policy provides a dogmatic and theoretical analy-

sis of the main sources of both public and private international aviation law.  
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The authors accurately resort to the use of practical examples and  judicial cases 

(international and national) to bring clarity around the most controversial and dis-

puted aspects of the current regulation. Oftentimes, this notably results in discus-

sions and recommendations with respect to emerging trends, future developments 

and upcoming challenges of aviation regulation. 

 

The authors’ experience and fresh views, as well as their objective to engage read-

ers and students, significantly distinguish this textbook from other textbooks con-

cerned with aviation law. The book not only discusses pure legal and regulatory is-

sues, but also includes elements of policy, economics and technology, which are de 

facto preparatory to the understanding of air transport as a whole. 

 
It furthermore constitutes a useful guide for students and professionals involved in 

the aviation sector. The use of simple terminology, definitions, didactic instruments 

and immediate information renders it also a valid and easily accessible tool for all 

students and professionals, with or without prior legal background, who need or in-

tend to gain knowledge on the basic notions and principles of international aviation 

law. 

 

This book forms part of the series Aviation Fundamentals, edited by Dr Suzanne 

Kearns (University of Waterloo). Aviation Fundamentals is a series of air transport 

textbooks that incorporates instructional design principles and helps the recruitment 

and education of the next generation of aviation professionals (NGAP), a task which 

has been named a ‘Global Priority’ by the ICAO Assembly. The series’ objective is to 

become the leading source of textbooks for a variety of subject areas thaught at avi-

ation colleges and universities. 
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The purpose of the seminar is to get an overview of the actual aviation industry and 

the development of airport and transport in general, with a special focus on Turkey. 

This Nation represents the fastest growing market and Mrs. Serap Zuvin explains us 

its evolution. A direct witness of the increase in air transportation demand is Mr. 

Alessandro Lega. As managing director of FedEx Express, he gives a concrete 

example of this phenomenon and brings his great experience to show how this can be 

considered one of the most promising fields of the last decades. 

 

Serap Zuvin is a preeminent lawyer from Istanbul and she specializes in aircraft 

financing, aviation in general and current development of aviation sector in Turkey. 

She graduated at Istanbul University, faculty of Law. In 2000, after several years of 

practice in leading law firms, she started her own that recently merged with another 

Turkish law firm. 

 

 The aviation market is growing fast: the number of passengers and consequently the 

capacity of aircrafts increased dramatically. According to IATA, in 2037 passengers 

will be approximately 8.2 billion. The boost is coming especially from the Asian Paci-

fic Region (which includes Asia, Australia and New Zealand), while China will set to 

overtake US as the largest aviation market in the world and India will take the posi-

tion of UK in 2025.  

 

The reasons of this growth are many: expansion of the economy, increase of inco-

mes, cheap airfares, free competition; also millennials are behind the travel increa-

se, since people are more curious and want to go to new places. 
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Turkey is investing in infrastructures and new technology, in fact today it represents 

the aviation market with the highest growth rate. This had a great impact on the 

airports as well. Big airlines create new hubs and existing airports are being highly 

renovated or build from scratch, with new technology and advanced security sys-

tems. In this regard, Mrs. Serap Zuvin said that her homeland has been smart in cap-

turing the demand about innovation and in building the new leading airport, a real 

marvel engineering: the Istanbul airport, completed in only 42 months. It is the larg-

est single roof airport building, fully operational from 6 April 2019.   

 

This is how the Turkish scenario looks: Turkey has civil aviation agreements with 

more than 150 countries and has 315 destinations. With the opening of foreign in-

vestments in the 1980s, many laws changed. Almost all the legislation is modelled on 

EU Law. Turkey is part of important international Conventions such as: Chicago Con-

vention, Montreal Convention and Cape Town Convention. The latter, which is in-

tended to reduce risks for creditors, and consequently the borrowing costs to debt-

ors, through the resulting improved legal certainty, was signed in 2001 and it prevails 

over the existing laws.  

 

Furthermore, a great work in designing aircraft with low emissions and longer flight 

range has been carried out. Turkey tries to be advanced also in this case. Currently, 

Ryanair results as the greenest airline in Europe: the carbon emissions are the lowest 

and they decreased from 87% to 67% over the last decade. Other promising invest-

ments are made in 5G technology, that can deliver messages even in high congested 

areas, combining more network channels at the same time.  

 

Nowadays, China has world’s biggest aviation market: top level in manufacturing, 

technology, security, China is the winning new comer in the market. Now more than 

ever, China is keen to provide financing to the airlines in the Turkish market.  

 

The other guest was Alessandro Lega, president of AICAI and managing director of 

legal affairs of FedEx Express. He studied law in Turin with a thesis in the field of 

Maritime Law and he was soon hired by a local law firm. He then made an experien-

ce at the European Commission, before initiating a LLM in Maritime and Aviation Law 

in London. He stayed in the city for work, and he was hired by a big entrepreneur, 

who invested in renewable energy, so becoming an expert also in that field.  

 

FedEx, leader in transport industry, is not only a currier, it is much more. It acts 

transversally helping commercial activities all over the world and it can be called a 

“trade enabler”: it helps every kind of company, also small ones, facing and assu-

ming itself all the complexities of the service. FedEX fleet is the fourth in the world, 

with 678 aircrafts and it serves 650 airports. 

 

Mr Lega brought us, by way of example, the FedEx North Pacific Regional Hub, whose 

facility opened in April 2014. After the aircraft lands, they quickly remove the con-

tainer from the plane, that are then transported into cargo shed, where packages 

are sorted automatically by the sorting machine. Information such as the package’s 

custom clearance status and its destination is instantly read, entered and finally loa-

ded on trucks. 

 

Another purpose of this facility is to handle transshipment cargo, which is basically 

cargo that’s not Japan bound. Their final destinations are other countries and they 

unload and sort according to their country of destination.  
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One of the unique features of this facility is its temperature-controlled warehouse. 

In recent years the number of customers, who inquire about temperature-controlled 

storage, has increased. The customers of FedEx’s Cold Chain Center are primarily 

healthcare companies. The inside temperature is strictly controlled and the packages 

can be sorted or stored without getting exposed to variations in temperature.  

 

The North Pacific Regional Hub in Kansai, not only contributes to the streamlining of 

Asia’s networks, but also helps improving their service for customers in Western Ja-

pan. FedEx makes sure that all planes depart on time and that packages are promp-

tly delivered to customers. These are two big responsibilities. 

 

 For sure, this giant, whose size can be compared to Florence (more or less 400.000 

people), involves many fields such as aviation, handling, tracking, custom clearance. 

This complexity reflects on the job. The actual challenge has to do with regulation: 

markets are generally highly regulated and this requires the work of many experts.  

  

An advice comes also for us, as students: be flexible, literally escape from your com-

fort zone, because “where there is a challenge, there is also an opportunity”.  

 

___________________________________ 

 
1Çakmak Avukatlık Ortaklığı, Beşiktaş law firm in Istanbul. 
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The Conference will take place in: 

 

Le Palais d'Egmont 

Place du Petit Sablon, 8 bis 

1000 Bruxelles 

 

Tuesday 21 January / Wednesday 22 January 

 

 
https://www.spaceconference.eu/index.html 

 

 

Programme: 

 

https://www.spaceconference.eu/programme.html 

 
 

         FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

 
 

12 Th European Space Conference  

  

New Decade, Global  Ambit ions:   

Growth,  Climate, Secur ity  & Defence  

 

Brussels  -  21,  22 January 2020 -  Egmont Palace  

 

https://www.spaceconference.eu/index.html
https://www.spaceconference.eu/programme.html
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The IATA Legal Symposium is the world's premier annual aviation law event, with a 

reputation for insight, relevance and value among in-house counsel, private practi-

tioners, and government lawyers alike. The event is well known for its engaging sub-

ject matter, outstanding speakers, lively debate and, of course, some of the best 

networking opportunities you'll find anywhere in the industry.  

 

 
https://www.iata.org/en/events/legal-symposium  
 

 

The Conference will take place in: 

 

New York Marriott Brooklyn Bridge  

New York, US 

19, 21 February 2020   

         FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

 
 

IATA Legal  Symposium  

 
New York Marr iott Brooklyn Bridge  

 
 

New York,  US  -  19,  21 February 2020   

  

 
 

https://www.iata.org/en/events/legal-symposium
https://10times.com/newyork-us/conferences
https://10times.com/usa/conferences
https://10times.com/newyork-us/conferences
https://10times.com/usa/conferences

